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E .Tecut·ive B oard
'ilt'~u

sueawe 'Hif''l~

I WOULD like to carry the idea of'
going into : Plan No. ·2 of the organizati-on · of our Executive Board staff a
little further . than
last week's discussion. Setting up our
staff on a division
basis, that is, a division of . Missions and
a division of Religious
Education,
would also permit a
further
correlation
or our work. The departments i n the
Baptist Building of
DR. WHITLOW
these two areas are
working at the. job of correlating now
·with some degree of success. However,
to make it most effective WOl.lld require
a director .who · could be fully informed
on the . details of these fields of our
denomi~1ational work to help draw the
line .
There are few problems facing our
pastors and churches that are more
serious than that of the multitude of
meetings calling for( their time. What
is actually taking 1 place now is that our
pastors and ministe1's of educ;:ttion are
selecting those meetings they deem
most important to their work and .failing to even call· the attenti·on of their
people to many of the other meetings.
Our conscientious pastors and · other
staff · members should not have to be
constantly confronted with this alternative.
Th:is . plea should not be interpreted
as a call for fewer meetings, but it is
a plea · to' make our rpeetings count for
the most. If we should do this it might
i·esult in fewer meetings. We think the
condition calls foi· the highest wisdom
at our command. We do not think taking step number two in our organiza/
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tion will automatically solve all of these
problems, but it might be a step in the
right direction. The dilemma into
which .our pastors and o'ther workers
are. forced do·es not produce the highest
denominational loyalty and service.
We may ·be in dang·er of confusing
activ.ity with lf genuine. Christian min'istry. Your prayerful consideration of
this matter and your evaluation · of the
direction in which we are ·looking might
be of mo1~e help to us--and the · cause of
Christ-than you think.-S .. A. Whitlow, Executive Secretary.
•

-sas, it is well to remember that the
first Baptist church organized in Alabama was only 10 years earlier. North
Carolina, one of the original colonies,
did not organize her state convention
until 1830, just 18 years before Arkansas organized here.
•

Stuttgart Campaign

1ST CHURCH, Stuttgart, has just completed an excellent Forward Program "
of Church Finance campaign.
Rev. D. B. Bledsoe, who led 1st4,
Church, Booneville,
in the first campaigl1 in the st3,te of
Arkansas, left that
. 'Ceae~Jie 4~ ·
church to become
. ~· 'Baptt4t ?¥~ue
pastor of 1st
Church,
Stut:gart,J
By BERNES K. SELPH, Th.D.
last year. Ever "
Pastor, 1stBapt ist Churc h, ~e n ton o
though the Stuttgart · c h u r c h ha d
been doing a good
Baptists Jn Arkansas
·
job of teaching and
IT IS not cert~in when the .first Bapenlisting its m emtists came to Arkansas. About 1814 oi·
DR. DOUGLAS .
bers in stewardship, '
1815, Mr. Caleb Lindsey, surveyor,
teacher and Baptist Bro. Bledsoe star~ed studying the situa·
preacher, · settled in tion and decided that the Program i.l
what is now RaQ- could help the church.
. Last year the church adopted a $70 ,dolph County. He
. was among the .first
000 budget and this year the budget
goal was set at $94,420. This was a 34,8
to c·ome to th~ state.
In the year 1818, per cent increase or a little over one•
Elders B e n j. a m i n
third. The people pledged $90 ,210.
Clark and Jesse Pledge cards were sighed by 648 mem- ; ,
bers and 420 signed to tithe, and this
James, with 12 others, organized Ar- was the first time the members · had
kansas' first Baptist . been asked to make pledges. The church
church in the area raised its world mission goal through
DR.' SELPH ·
now . i n c l u de d in the Cooperative Program from $10 ,000
J;tandolph county.
to $15,700.
·-:Named Sale~ Church, it was later
Here are a few excerpts. from a letter
changed to . C.o lumbia when the little
which our office received from Brotlier 1
town which .grew up around it rec.eived
Bledsoe: "I believe this has been the
this name. l)oth received their name most thrilling campaign in w,hich , I've ·...,
from the township in which they were
ever been engaged. The most encourlocated: .At' that time ., Lawrence County
aging thing has been th e large rl.umber
covered tpis al'ea and up to one thir.d
who have come back to their church
part of the state.
who have been out for years; and the
The first building was · c-onstl:uct ed of number of additions to our chutch in
logs. A few years ago, the exact spot recent weeks.
could still be lOcated by the stones of
"A wonderful spirit of enthusiasm
the old chimney. This church, with, prevails, as well as unity and real con- '.
four churches in Missouri, combined cern for the lost and unenlisted. Our
membership of 188, organized the Black
attendance in all the organizations and
River Association in 1835.
services has increased remarkably the
That same year the town of Pocapast six weeks; and although we did
hontas was founded a few miles from
not quite· subscribe our budget, we have
Columbia and the latter declined. This gone over ~t considerably the past three
probably ·accounts for the disappearance
Sundays.
of Salem Church.
"Many of our pe-ople would not put
A dilapidated log church building
an amount on their cards, or did not
stood at this location in Hl55 . Reputeven sign, who will give regularly. We
edly, there is a building in this commucounted only those who actually signed
nity now inade of these logs.
their cards. Pray for us as we move
The church had the help ·of some forward in this great church, and as
famous Baptists · of that day. Stalwart our people catch the real challenge that
mi5sionary Dr. J. M. Peck preached here is before us."
1
in 1818. Caleb Lindsey lived here and
This victory is happening in many of ·,
was probably a charter member. He our churches and can happen in many,
may have been its first pastor. His son, many more churches, before the year
John Young Lindsey, later moved to
1960 has ended, if the people will start
praying and planning now. About the
Saline county and became prominent ih
best way to · reach and enlist the un.~aline Association and the State Convention. ·
listed members is a good, sound, Bible
plan of stewardship.-Ralph Douglas,
If one sl:lo).lld feel that Baptists were
late i,n organizing churches in Arkan- Associate Executive Secretary.
•
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decided not to drink tells you of the
awkward, vulgar, coarse and impolite
things you did in the thoughtlessness
of your drinking, and you do not know
why or how rou behaved in ways so
contrary to your upbringing, your decent inclinations, your rational normal
habits. When an alcoholic drink is offered, why do you take it? Probably
because of cu1'iosity and the example
of others, or just because you don't
quite know how or why to say, "No,
thank you."
<Message to the High School youth of
New York City, by, Dr. Haven Emerson)

A Foreign, }Jarmful Substance

Perhaps of first importance is the
fact that · alcohol is not a normal inMAKE YOUR de<:is'ion wisely-it gredient of any healthy 'h;uman body
tissue or fluid and is incapable of ·being
may make or mar your life.
combined ·or incorporated or stored for
I> For better or worse each of us chooses use in any part or organ of the body.
what . he shall take into his mouth to It is not needed for perfect growth or
taste and swallow. Our growth, work, development of our bodies or any of
study, play and success in life are all their functions at any age in health.
directly related to such choice. What It is handled by our bodies as a foreign
vie swallow should help, not hinder us, and harmful substance. Alcohol in soshould leave our .body tissues and called moderate, or in large amounts,
organs better, not worse, in their sub- does not benefit the structures of the
/ -.>tance and abilities to serv~ us. .
body. nor the woi:k that tHe body or
We may get temporary comfort or mind does.
The chief reason fm· this failure to
brief pleasure of taste from the ·solids
and. drinks' that we take or 'these sub- l;>enefit the body is because the most
stances may make or mar our very important effect of alcohol is, to deway of life. What I have to say may press, slow down, delay and render
help yqu to make a wise decision. Alco- incompetent or definitely inferior the
hol, offered as it is so often in ways cells of the brain. This depressant ac;· to tempt the curiosity and imitative tipn of alcohol is invar-iable. It does
inclinations of youth, calls , for deci- not stimulate or improve anything we
sions ,that you yourselves will make, undertake to do.
and at a time of life when the most of
The earliest effect, almost always unyow are quite -generally uninformed as . noticed by the person who has drunk
to the true effect of the substance upon the alcohol, is a loss of· judgment, of
your minds and bodies or upon your self-control, of discretion, of responsiconduct whether at work or play.
bility. It is this effect that makes the
person with even small amounts of aln•usory Effects of Alcohol
cohol in his blood quite incapable of
.9
'
When you choose to swallow alcohol, judging his own performance or ability.
whether in low percentages in beer or He thinks he is saying smart things,
in higher percentage in wines, distilled but does not see how silly he appears.
liquors or liquers, a lot of surprising He thinks he is witty, agreeable, skillful
things occur in the person who does in the dance or at some game or when
the drinking, that he fi1,1ds it hard to driving a car. He often thinks and acts
as if he were a .. stronger, more coue~plain or understand. Fir-st of all, you
rageous, daring fellow with word and
'i feel a change, a sense of warmth, a
' vagueness in your contact with others, deed than his companions, when as a
a remoteness that makes you rather matter of fact he is more clumsy, awkirresponsible. You talk more, your voice wiud, unskillful and with a use of lanrises, you feel elated and think you are guage he would 'be ashamed of if his
stil,nulated, while as a matter of fact wits and judgment were not muddled.
your self-control and judgment are at
once ,depressed. You no longer can Small Doses Are Mischievous
It is not the fault of the eye that
.trust your own or other people's conhe sees a blurred or double image, or of
duct.
his muscles that his fingers· fumble
You've been told that you will be with his coat buttons, or his knees feel
stimulated by beer, wine or whisky, You weak and wobbly. These common later
are surprised to find that anything you effects of several cocktails or a bottle
do, you do poorly. Your clumsiness of or two · of b_eer are all of them the
hand or tongue does not distress you results of the depressing· effects oi:.l the
"lecause your wits are too dulled by al- brain and spi1,1al cord which can no
cohol to observe and reason clearly.
longer make the muscles work together
You've been told that beer is nourish- and perform their duties.
ing, like a glass of milk, a cup of broth
Alcohol, even in small amounts,
or potatoes. It is a surprise to find you 'slows our reaction time f1,·om five to ·
still feel hungry and remain quite un- ten per cent, so that our eyes and
satified by the drinks you have taken, hands do not work together, nor does
quite necessarily so because alcohol is the . body respond with the usual speed
~ in no proper sense a food. It. will surand accuracy to a warning of touch · or
prise iYOU when your companion who sound or sight. Whether at work or

play we bec·ome less efficient.- 'a,fter
drinking alcohol.
Remember, I am not describing the
severe or ·late' .effect11 a's seen iR a
drunkard or person obviously intoxicated, but merely the mild, , early and temporary changes in mental and bodily
performance in quite he'a lthy young
men and women, high school b0ys and
girls, when they take alc0hol.
Such effects are more marked and
quicker to appear when the alcohol has
been taken when the stomach has no
food in it, and the effects in proportion
to the amount taken are greater the
less the body weight and the more immature and unstable the character and
personality of the drinker. , These are
simple truths supported and vouched
for by the medical sciences and s·o
taught in all our schools of .medicine
today.
The Choice Is Yours

·

You are to choose whether what you
drink and swallow helps you to keep and
develop your health, or steals away
your capacity to think ' quickly and reason clearly, and makes your behavior
unreliable. For those tod unstable or
weak, or with such a sense· of inferiority that they think they. need something
to support their self-respect, alcohol
proves to be a weak and deceptive
crutch, a depressant not a stimulant,
something apt to betray them to weakness and shame when they want to
appear their best.
Keep your eyes and ears open when
you find yourself where alcohol is used
by young people and tell me if I have
overstated the truth. Trust your own
unclouded minds rather than the unreliable emotions roused· by the drug effects of alcohol._:_ Submitted by William E. Brown, EJ:Cecuttve Director,
Christian Civic Foundation of Arkansas. •

t
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PURGE me with hyssop, and I shall be
clean: wash me, and I shall be whiter
than snow (Psalm 61 :'7). · Page Three

Editorials--------------

Personally Speaking . . .

THE

COOPERATIVE Program is regarded by many of us as God's
gift to Southern Baptists. Yet, after 35 years of operation, the Cooperative Program has something in common with Minnie Pearl and Rodney's
old mule which appeared with them recently on a televis'ion program of
SoMETIMES you almost get the
"The Grand Ole Oprey." As the ar- impression that a lot of folks these days
The Cooperative Progra.m rival of Minnie Pearl and Rodney feel we have no ills which more money
And· Rodney's Mule
was ·ann_ounced by th~ .master-of- and goods could not cure. People of all
ceremomes, the televisiOn screen faiths and no faiths often unite their~·
'
energies and talents,
filled with' a close-up of the face of their heavily-bridled mule.
in the interest o
Slowly the camera moved across the mule and up to the high springbringing new pay·rolls
seat in which Minnie Pearl and Rodney were seated. Rodney rared back
to .their communities.
on the reins and hollered: "Whoa, Tom, Dick, Harry and John!"
And that's fine. But
With a look of utter disgust flashing on her countenance, Minnie
it is really news when
Pearl turned on Rodney. "You know we've just got one mule," she said.
the men of a com"Why are you callin' him all them different names?"
munity join hands in
"Minnie Pearl," replied Rodney, "do you see them blinds that mule's
the interest of a
greater spirituality
a-wearin'? He thinks he's got help!"
·
for their people, as is
Figures released by Dr. Porter Routh, executive secretary-treasurer
happening n o w in
of the Executive Committee of the Southern Baptist Convention, to the
Blytheville.
February meeting of the Executive Committee reveal the following inELM
It all started in
teresting facts about the Cooperative Program receipts for the last 15 January when a group of 17 Blytheville
years-1945 through 1959:
men, including preachers and laymen
In 1945, a total of 70.34 % of all the mission funds distributed through f1;om a dozen different churches, began
the Southern Baptist Convention were channeled through the Coopera- a united effort to build attendance at
tive Program. By 1959, this had dwindled to 62.24, the lowest for the · church services.
entire period. The concomitant increase of giving through. designated
Dr. J. C. Guard, chairman of . the
(non-Cooperative Program) gifts has increased from 29.66 % in 1945 to group, which has been designated United
Laymen Spiritual Life Committee, says
37.76% in 1959.
·
the purpose of the new movement is to
The table for the period follows, the percentages for the Cooperative "produce suggestions which will advance
Program totals appearing first, followed by the percentages for desig- the program of every church."
#.
nated giving:
Here are some things the committee
1945
70.34%
29.66%
is already starting in Blytheville:
1946
70.72
29.28
1. Brief pulpit and radio announce1947
70-:--93
29.07
ments or testimonies by members of the
1948
67.69
32.31
committee to promote regular and wor1949
66.84
33.16
shipful attendance of church services.
1950
69.22
30.78
2. Special newspaper features. On Fri1951
66.67
33.33
day of each week, thoughts on church at1952
65.19
34.81
tendance will be featured in the local
1953
63.05
36.95
paper, and, on Saturdays, a new front1954
63.5636.44
page feature, "Thoughts on Worship,"
1955
63.86
36.14
· prepared by local minist!ers.
1956
63.08
37.59
3. The committee's slogan, "Invite 3 to
1957
62,.41
37.59
Church Sunday," is being s p ·r e ad
1958
62.88
37.12
throughout the community. Several com1959
62.24
37.76
mittee members have secured rubber '
Some of these days, perhaps within the lifetime of the younger stamps with this slogan and stamp each
generation, Southern Baptists will decide tl).at the Cooperative piece of out-going mail with it.
4. Pei·sonal contact through planned
Program has proved itself. Then they will make it what it has been in
name and principle across the years and will really begin to give coopera- visitation seeks to get the people out to
church. This program is being taken to
tively and wholeheartedly for all our mission causes.
the Blytheville Air Force Base, as well as
This does not mean the time will ever come when Southern Baptists Blytheville.
can afford to do away with special offerings and designated giving. But
It will be interesting to watch this
the special offerings will no longer be taken on a regular basis for causes group of men. Surely it does not take a
' which can best be supported through the Cooperative Program. Rather, prophet to foresee that something marthe special offerings will be for emergency needs which .cannot be antici- velous is about to take place in Blytheville. Men dedicated to such a 1 high
pated far in advance.
purpose are bound to have the blessings
This day will not come with the mere passing of months and years. of
the Lord upon them and their comTo bring it about will require the united hearts, minds and souls of South- munity.
"'
ern Baptists. We need all the love, compassion, wisdom and courage which
As much as our religious denominawith God's help we can have, in the realm of our stewardship.
· tions may differ in their creeds, there are
Southern Baptists have just one mule hooked to the wagon of our many things for which we all should
total program. But what a mule he is, for he is far ahead of jet propul- stand. Church attendance is one of
sion in getting our mission money out to the mission fields, fields which these. Wpy not start something like the
begin where we are and circle the globe. There's no use calling him by a Blytheville Plan in your community?
lot of different names for he is just one-the Cooperative Program. Let's
make him w}].at his name implies.
P a g e· F o u r
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Letters to the Editor

Out "Of A Pastor's Heart

THE P E 0 P L ·E SPEAK

Heart of Cold
A LOST Indian at nightfall built a
,fire against a rock as he thought. When
the -fire began to warm the surface of
the rock, he discovered this rock to
become ·a nugget of gold.
This can be true in the spiritual
world with our editors and laymen. If
they will bUild a fire of spiritual type
and warm the hearts of the laymen, on
many events they will find a heart of
gold and not of stone-W. B. Langford,
Jonesboro.

Valentine Cover
· - I . APPRECIATE so much your using
the Valentine cover picture. You will
never know how much it meant to this
·wonderful couple to know that so many
people were looking at them as a happily married couple for 68 years.-L. 0.
Griffith, Home Mission Board.

Cra.t_e ful for Hospital
· WE HAVE recentl-y experienced three
years' training program apd two years'
employee relationship - through 9ur
·· children - with Arkansas Baptist Hospital, but it was only as we observed
its healing ministry (after all, its main
objective), could we realize how dear it
i's to our hearts.
It was when our daughter Ann, a
'graduate and surgical nurse at Baptist,
had experienced a sudden and unexpected reaction to anesthetic, putting' her
in shock f,rom which it seemed for sevei·al hom•s she· could not recover, that
we saw ABH in ·action. ·
The administration, the staff doctors,
the nurses, the internes and other per·sonnel were in immediate and c·o nstant
. attention. Specialists left their offices
to render special services; others gave
·c,onsultation by telephone.
Our laboratory and technical services ·proved their values.
Our B.S.U. Secretary Straubie and
Chaplain CorleY' were there with com' fort and prayer. Groups were in prayer
at the hospital, at Ann's church Ost,
Little Rock), and on our fields of labor.
Homes, transportation - all needed
facilities - were 'l!:fered . by hospital
personnel and other good people· of Little Rock to our family who had arrived
upon the sudden call. From Baptist
Headquarters and our Book Store came
visitors with words of comfort and assurances of prayer.
Ann has recovered and we shall ever
be grateful for every contribution towarq it.
"l3lest be the tie that binds our
hearts in Christiari Love:"-John M.
Basinger, Pastor, 1st Church, Lake City.

J
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I LOOK back over some decades to·
the greatest joy in all my life as a
past or. Two of our finest, most popular young members, rooming in the
same home, easily fell in love and fell
in the same way as the couple I wrote
about last week.
[Edito? ·'s Note: Last week, D1·. Mo1·gan,
v en e?·able Baptist ?niniste?· of N o?·th Ca?·olina, sha?·ed with us the g?·eatest son·ow
of his minist1·y. This week he gives us an
account of his g?'eatest joy.]

She was perhaps the most papular
and beautiful girl in the church. Honored and loved by all the young people,
she held successively every official position the chm'ch could give her. Then
in t ime her sin could no longer be. hid.
, It became the open scandal of all the
young people and the church at large.
We knew such a girl was suffering
the torture of tpe damned, in desperate
need of relief. It could come only by
public confession of sorrow and repentance. I proposed that my wife and
another leading woman go to her and
get from lier such a confession and a
desire to say .so openly-for only so
could such a fine soul find release and
regain her morale and her rapport with
the church. She told them she wished
such an opport~nity -for public confession.
At the time one of the leading pastors of the South was in revival services
wi-th the church. I sent her wol!d that
at the morning service next· day I
would myself give hei· an opportunity
to confess her lapse and ask forgiveness
and for restored conf'idence.
The guest minister said, "I _wouldn't
do it in my own cl).urch, but you are
_the pastor." After his sermon, I said
solemnly, "If anyone present wants to
come forward .simply confessing sin and
repentapce, I give the invitation."
It brought the supreme moment of
joy in all my life as a pastor. M:any
of the young people knew instinctively
the invitation was meant for her. Instantly she was in the aisle coming in

a clearcut cm1fession of repentance and
sorrow, and in the same instant the
aisle Was full of those fine young people weepii'lg' with her tears of sorrow
and joy.
All felt it was a brave, gJ.orious act,
and aU hearts opened wide to her in
love and 1'estor.ed esteem. Soon all the
church and community knew, and all
hearts opened, ev~m with new admiration for so htlble a confession.
The couple tnanied, built a home,
· · reared a family, and held their good
jobs. lllveh mm·e fittingly he should
·have made a like confession, but · he
was accep-t ed without it largely for her
sake. Parents and children have been
successful and highly respected-even
more for .t he mother's brave confession.
· Repeatedly through the years I've told
her she is my model in cleansing· the
soul by confession and in blotting out
from the public mind all trace left by
sin and disgl'ace. All the years I've followed her with a ~unique 'Jove and
admiration. The joy I felt was the joy
felt "in the presence of the angels of
God over one sinner that repents," and
my love was the love forever felt
among ·· the redeemed in heaven over
sinners redeemed and cleansed.
The Shepherd Heart

ln thus baring the heart of a pastor
I think I am but showing what every
true pas.t or must feel, if he is worthy
to be a paetor. He must truly suffer
agony wheh one of his flock suffers,
and ove1'flow with joy when one of
them repents or takes a step upward.
· It is what Paul f,elt when he agonized
ove1.· the Gala.t ians and cried, "My little
children, of whom I travail again in
birth until Christ be formed in you!"
(Gal. 4: 19) . His suffering over them
was like the mother's pangs in child·b irth, lfacking that love and concern
for one's people, I doubt if any minister
is worthy to be a pastor. No pastor is
worthY, of the ,name unless he has the
true shephetd heart.-S. L. Morgan,
Sr., Wake Forest, N. C.
•

Deacon Ordination

For Women

BLACK OAK Church, WashingtonMadison Association, ·ordained Vernon
Salisbury and Roy Hood as · deacons
Feb. 21 in a service at the church.
Euell Wright, pastor of the church,
served as moderator and E. W. Price,
Jr. ·of Sulphur City Church served as
clerk, The examination of candidates
was conducted by Otis Denny, pastor
of the Sulphul' City Church. Jack
Masters of the Black Oak Church led
the ordination prayer: The charge to
the church was given by E. W. Price,
Sr. ,of Sulphur City Church. Wil-lie
Roll of Sulphur City Church presented t he Bibles. Tne message and charge
to the deacons was given by Otis Den 7
ny.

The second series of free film showings for women only sponsored by the
American Cancer Society will start on
TUesday, March 7 and run through
Tuesday, March 15. The films, "Time
and Two Women" and "Breast SelfExamination", will be shown eacl-i
evening at 7:30. A physician will be
preseht -to answer questions.
The shoWs1ngs for white women will
be on Tuesday, March 8, East Side Jr.
High, ,Little Rock; Friday, March 11,
U of A Med ' Center, Little Rock·,
and Tuesday, March 15, Jeff Davis
Jr. Hi-gh Scliool, North Little Rock.
The showings for Negro women will
be on Monday, March 7, Dunbar ·Jr.
High Scho-ol, Little Rock and Thursday, March 10 , Jones High School
North Little Rock.
Page
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Arkansas All Over
Ouachita Has Nine
All "A" Students
Nine students made the all "A" honor
roll at Ouachita College for the first
semester, acording to Miss Frances
Crawford, regi.s trar. Forty 'other students made a grade point average of at
least 2.50 to qualify for the honor roll.
Students listed on the all "A" honor
roll were Pat Brown, junior from Malvern; Bill Dawson, senior from Pine '
Bluff; Jimmy Peacock, senior ·from
McGehee; Eugene Petty, senior from
Stuttgart; Drollene Plattner, junior
from St. Albans, W. Va.; Warfield
Teague, freshman from Arkadelphia;
Charles Tittle, junior from Hope;
Verna Westerman, sophomore from
Weiner; and Caroline Woodell, senior
from Arkadelphia.
Other seni·ors listed on the honor roll
were Bettye Adney, N. Little Rock, 2.57;
J. Conrad Carroll, Malvern, 2.50; 0. J.
Carson, Strong, 2.82; Robert Graves,
HELPING IN the Baptist Student Union's "Tell the Campus Week" at HenderSmackover, 2.75; -J. C. Highfill, Siloam son State Teachers•· Colleg·e recently were Rex Enoch, of Jackson, Tenn., student
Springs, 2.68; James Lewis, Ho!'le, 2.60;
at University of Arkansas; Barbara Barnes of Little Rock, student at the U of A-;
Marjorie McCann, Helena, 2.65; Dottie
Jim Greer of Ozark, student at Arkansas Tech; Carol Burns, Baptist student director
Moore, Arkansas City, 2.81; George - at Arkansas State, and Tommy Paul of North Little Rock, student at Arkansas State
O'Neel, Fort Smith, 2.80; Jacque Peeler,
College.-Tom J. ·Logue, Secretary
Nashville, 2.76; Norton Pope, · Camden,
2.72; Robert F. Smith, Carlisle, 2.53;
Buckner Calls Gauntt
Worthy Sykes, Cabot, 2.82; and Ruth Scholarship Awards
Ann Thomas, Arkadelphia, 2.86.
REV. CLIFFORD R. Ly.on, clerk ,of
For TU Speakers
the Buckner Association, · reports . the
· Other juniors were William Baker,
SOUTHERN BAPTIST Col!ege, WalMalvern, 2 ~83; Bobby Fincher, Ste- nut Ridge, will give scholarships to the calling of Rev. Ford Gauntt, pastor
phens, 2.61; Kenneth Jennison, Car- winners in the Associational and Dis- for the past six and one-half years at
thage, Mo., 2.76; Glenn Laffoon, Ca- trict Better Speakers Tournament, Bourne, Tex., as missionary of the as-'
bool, Mo., 2.53; Janis Nutt, Mineral sponsored by the Training Union De- sociation. He began his work March 1.
Missionary Gauntt succeeds ' Rev.
Springs, 2.86; and Mary Virginia partment of the Arkansas Baptist
Fred Ryser, Jr. who resigned, surrendWright, Smackover, 2.50.
State. Convention.
'
ering his credentials as a Southern
Sophomores' were Bob Bacon, MalThe .associational first place scholar- Baptist minister, to enter the Assembly
vern, 2.93; Ray Bostian, England, 2.80;
ship will be $50 and the second place of God fellowship. •
·
Barbara Corrington, Hot Springs, 2.59; winner will receive $25. The district
Sara Gowlkes, McCrory:, 2.87; Johnny first place winner will receive $100, acJIMMY DAVIS, Lake City, was orJackson, Waldo, 2.56; Bonita Liles, cording to President H. E. Willi'ams.
dained to the ministry recently by 1-st.
Men a, 2.50; Rosalee McCarty, ArkadelThree previous recipients of these Church, Lak.e City. The council was
phia, 2.73; Julia Price, Texarkana, 2.61;
awards are now in Southern Baptist composed of pastors and deacons of Mt.
Bob ·Sanders, Arkadelphia, 2.60; Glen College: Pete Costes, Ft. Smith ; Nyle Zion Association. Bob Adams, pastor
Taylor, Malvern, 2.50; Corinne Weath- Parmalee, Gravette;, 'and Janetta Bink- of the Lunsford Church, served as moderall, McGenee, 2.82; and Judith Wells, ley, Piggott. •
erator and Max Taylor, pastor at Bay,
Fort Smith, 2.53.
was clerk. Pastor John M. Basinger
DR.
VESPER
Wolber,
member
of
the
Freshmen were Elsie Fallin, El Dodirected the examination. The' message
rado, 2.57; Jill Jordan, Fordyce, 2.80; .faculty of Ouachita College, was the and charge were brought by L. L. JorPatriCia Key, Bearden, 2.55; Charlotte guest speaker at East Main Church, El dan, mission pastor. Fred Carter led
Beard, Malvern, 2.80; Alice Reaves, Lit- Dorado, Feb. 21.
the ordaining prayer and Ralph Earn/
tle Rock, 2.67; Carl Sanders, Stephens,
1ST CHURCH, Russellville, has called heart presented the Bible.
2.58; Larry Taylor, Little R:ock, 2.75;
Mr. Davis is a graduate of Southern
Trezzie Pressley as director of church
and Judy Wingfield, Arkadelphia, 2.57. •
activities. He will be in charge of the Baptist College and is a student at
total educational-organizational life of Ouachita. He is also serving as pastor
GRAND AVENUE Chul'ch, Ft. Smith, the church and will supervise the of South Fork Church, Red River Assohad Ed Chaney as evangelist and Laur- music program. At present, Mr. Press- ciation.
ence Justic.e as song leader for a youth- ley is a faculty member. at Arkansas
J. T. WATSON, Route 3, Jonesboro,
led week end revival Feb. 12-14. There Tech and will be with the church part has accepted the call to the Pitts
were nine additions by bap·t ism and one time until 'May 28.
Church in Black River Association. He
by letter. Mr. Chaney is a senior at
is ·a teacher in -the Valley View school
ENTERPRISE
CHURCH,
Big
Creek
Oklahoma Baptist University and Mr.
system.
Justice, is a freshman. Paul McCray is- Association, recently constructed a Sunday School annex and is now constructpastor of the church.
1ST CHURCH, Lake City, recently
ing another. It has also placed hardwood
floors in the auditorium. P. 0. Freeman completed a revival with Billie Walker
2ND CHURCH, El Dorado, has called is pastor.
of College City as the evangelist. Paul
Ben Bledsoe, a student at Ouachita, as
Owens, Lake City, directed th~ music.
youth director: Mr. Bledsoe has been
JIMMY ~ARAM, member of Imman- There were 41 professions . with 37 for
serving as mission pastor of 1st Qhurch, uel Church, Little Rock, was the guest baptism, three by letter and 42 rededispeaker at 1st Church, McGehee, Feb. 21. cations. John M . Basinger is pastor.
Booneville.
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CONCORD association will sponsor
an associ'ation-wide revival in the sumBILLY LEE Whitledge, who has ac- mer of 1961 in the football stadium, if
cepted the pastorate of the Roseville it can be secured, in Ft-. Smith. ·The
Church, has been ordained to the min- evange~ist for this engagement has not
istry by Trinity Church, Ft. Smith.
been secured. A simultaneous revival
Pastor Mason Bondurant preached will be ·s ponsored in the spring of 1962
the sermon. Missionary Moore led in with Dr. C. E. Autrey leading the camthe interrogation; Herbert Dedmon, paign and preaching in Grand Avenue
pastor of Pine Log Church, gave the Church, Paul . McCray, pastor.
·charge; Lawrence Woodward, pastor of
A SOUTHERN ' Baptist pastors' felTrinity Church, near Alma, presented lowship meeting has been established
the Bible, and Deacon Frank Pigg, by the past·o rs in Ft. Smith and ConWhitledge's father-in-law, .prayed the . cord Association to meet each Monday
ordination prayer.
· noon in Morrison's Cafeteria, Park
Whitledge is a graduate of Poteau Plaza shopping center. The meeting is
Junior College in Poteau, Okla., and a . for fellowship and the giving of the
second-year student in Concord Semi- various church reports. Mason Bonnary Center.
durant is chairman and Paul Graham
The 27-year-old preacher was a staff is secretary-treasurer. Thirteen preachsergeant in the Air Force during World ers attended the initial meeting.
War II and served two years in Japan.
· A NEW radi.o program has been start, Mrs. Whitledge is the former Norma ed by Lawrence Woodward, pasto1· of
Jean Pigg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Trinity Church, Clear Creek AssociaFrank Pigg, Ft. Smith. The Whitledges tion, and a first-year student in the
have a · son, Terry Lee, five months old. Concord Seminary Center. The pro- '
THE ASSOCIATIONAL Brotherhood gram is heard each Saturday morning
organization has been re-organized. at 9:30 over Station KFDF, Van Buren.
CALVARY CHURCH, Ft. Smith,
Harold Turner is president; Harry WilRobert Parker, pastor, has begun a
e; son, attendance vice president; Ken
Boley, secret~ry-treasurer; C. A. Railey, radio program over Station K.T.C.S.,
Jr., music director; Tom Craft, RA Ft. Smith. The program is from 8:30
leader, and Calvin Mahan, pianist. The to 9 each Sunday morning and consists
first monthly meeting will be held in of the choir singing, special music, anthe Northside Church, Charleston, nouncemen,t s of the church and associational activities and a 15-minute
March 22.
. Orvill Haley, who has served North message by Pastor Parker.-Jay W. C .
,. Side Church, Ft. Smith, for four years, Moore, Superintendent of Missions. ·
has been elected to serve as the associati:onal Sunday School superintendent. Ouachita Students
He succeeds Robert Heartsell, whn resigned to accept the pastorate of 1st Have Radio Program
SOuthern Church, Manhattan, Kan.
"Youth's World in the Light· of God's
IJaley has served eight years as asso- Word" is an evangelistic radio program
ciational VBS leader -in three associa- sponsored by a group of students from
tiqRs, Ouachita, Benton and Concord. Ouachita Baptist College.
The primary aim of the program is
He is a graduate of Ouachita College
and spent one year in graduate work reported as being "to spread the Gospel
at. the University in Fayetteville before _to the· youth of Arkansas." It consists
accepting the Ft. Smith chm:ch. Prim· of testimonies from various students,
to coming to Ft. Smith he was pastor special music, and a brief message.
The preaching is alternated between
of 1st Church, Lowell, for four years.
two ministerial students, Danny Light,
sophomore from St. Albans, W. Va., and
Bill Smith, sophomore from Stuttgart.
Paul Dodd, a freshman from Greenwood,
is in charge, of the music.
1
This program is broadcast at 6:30
p.m. on Monday over KVRC in Arkadelphia and at 4 p.m. on 'Sunday over
KTCS, Fort Smith.
•

ConcorC:I Notes

State AAU Meet At
Ouachita March 8-12
OUACHITA COLLEGE will play host
for the first time to .the AAU State
Girls Basketball Tournament, March
8-12.
The · first round of games in· Bill
Walton gymnasium will be played Tuesday, March 8, and Thursday, March
10. Semi-finals are scheduled Friday,
March 11, and finals Saturday, March
12. Also, Saturday will be a game for
the third-place winner.
The tournament champion will represent Arkansas in the National AAU
to be .held March 21-25 at St. Joseph,
Mo.
The eight probable teams to· play are
the RetaH Merchants ·of Little. Rock,
the Alettes of Pine Bluff, the Stuttgart
IndepeRdent team, St. VinceRt Nurses,
Arkansas Tech Wonder Girls, Bearden
Tomboys, Wonder State Egg Company
of Little Rock, and Ouachita Tigerettes.
The defending champions are the
Retail Merchants, who have defeated
Ouachita for tlie past two years. They
won by two points in 1958 and by five
points last year.
The Ouachita Tigerettes, coached by
Mrs. Bobby Gill, will be a strong con~
tender for the title along with the Retail Mercl;lants, the Alettes, and the
Wonder . State Egg Company. .
An all-state team composed of the
best players from all the teams will be
chosen by the coaches of the various
teams and by the officials.-Ouachita
News Bureau. •
SPEAR-LAKE CHURCH, Trinity Association, has accepted the one-month
free trial ·o ffer of the Arkansas Baptist
and will con's ider putting the paper in
their budget. Rev. Hershel L. Robinson
is pastor.

A BSU-sponsored evangelistic team
at Southern Baptist College, Walnut
Ridge, is composed of Ted Houston,
freshman from Caruthersville, Mo.,
and Precilio Castes, freshman from Ft.
Smith. Duril'lg this semester, Mr.
Houston and Mr. Coates will work in
youth-led revivals in the Concord
Church, Lone Star Church, Heber
Springs, Rowe <Mo.) Church, and
Smit hville Church.

MR. WHITLEDGE

M.a r' h 3, 1 9 6 0

BELLAIRE CHURCH, Dermott, has
put the Arkansas Bap·t ist in their
church budget. Rev. Don Jones is pastor. Glen Adams is treasurer,

DANNY LIGHT, a sophomore at
Ouachita, has been called as music and
youth director at Memorial Chur-ch;
Waldo. Mr. Light is a native of St.
Alba;ns, W. Va.
·
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Baptist Hospitals Not
Considered a 'Business'

MR. JAMES

Caroline Association
Has New Missi,ona_ry
ASSOCIATION MISSION work is
nothing new for Rev. J .. M. James, the
new sup·e rintendent of missions for
Caroline Association, with headquartel"s in Lonoke. Mr. James ehgaged
in this ·type of work for ·nine years
in Missouri, in the Concord a,nd Lamine Associations.
A native of Murray,- Ky., Mr. James
received his education at Union University from Which he and Mrs. James
both were graduated and- at Southwestern Seminary. Mr. James received
a Th.M. degree from the Seminary.
Mrs. James attended the Seminary for
· one year.
Mr. James served as pastor . of Calvary Church, Durant; 1st Church, Checotah; and the Crown Heights Church
in Oklahoma City, all in Oklahoma,
before going to Missouri..
The Caroline Associ&tion, comprised
of 25 churches in Lonoke and Prairie
counties, will be served by Mr.
James from his headquarters in Lonoke.
For the past three years, Mr. James
has served as pastor of the Waldron
Church. During that time he saw 145
additions to the church, 56 of which
were by baptism. More than 400 training awards were earned in Sunday
School and Training Union. Total receipts for all offerings amounted to
$110,000. Of this amount $33,539.79
was given through the Cooperative
Program. ' The total giving for all
missions was $43,888.43.
· · Building improvement included the
construction of a pastor's study in
the parsonage. A large piece of property, including a . dwelling house, was
acquired and the grounds- used for
parking and future ·bl,tilding.
· The indebtedness-· of the -church has
been reduced to $1,862. • · · · · ·
P·a I e I i I II t ·

NEW ORLEANS -CBP)- "South- hospital administrators, nurses, and Xern Baptists are not in the hospital ray and laboratory technicians.
4. They provide charity and free serv'business' for hospitals offer a vital.
Christian ministry," a Southern Bapice in the name of Christ. If charity
tist hospital executive declared here.
cases are turned away, Guy believes,
T. Sloane Guy, Jr., of New Orleans, it is equivalent to meriting Jesus's reexecutive secretary of Southern Bapbuke, "I was sick and you visited me
tist Hospitals, sees the operation of not."
Charity medical service must not
hospitals as continuing the healing
ministry begun by Christ.
make a person a "pauper," Guy said.
The difference between secular and
"If the patient only has 50 cents and
Christian hospitals is partly in comoffers it as a payment, take it, even
though the case may have cqst hunparison of the . word "business" with
the word "ministry.."
dreds of dollars," he added. By refusIn Guy's opinion, Baptist hospit als
ing to accept a token payment, you
injure the feelings of the patient who
have four reasons for existing.
1. They "bring men into a saving wants to pay all he can,. according to
·
relationship with God through faith ·Guy.
in Jesus Christ by means of a direct
· Free service is that given to Baptist
personal witness as the ·occasion prepastors and missionaries, either by
sents."
writing off their entire account or by
They also give patients "a positive
giving them a certain discount.
Christian interpretation of disease, dis:Southern Baptist Hospitals, through
ability, antl death," he added.
its board, operates Southem Baptist
- Hospital at New Orleans and Baptist
2. Baptist hospitals are "instruments
Memorial Hospital at Jacksonville, Fla.
They are institutions of the Southern
of God's grace in enriching and prolonging human life within the scope of
Baptist Convention at large. . Guy is
chief administrative off.icer for these
divine providence."
3. They are "educational institutwo hospitals.
Other Southern Baptist hospitals are
tions, arthough not widely recognized
as such."
operated either by state Baptist groups
Baptist hospitals teach those "called
or by local associations of Baptist
to the healing arts," developing their
churches. They have no connection
talents and skills. Persons under trainWith the Southern Baptist Convention agency. •
ing include interne physicians, fut ure

Sunday School

led River Did It!
TO REACH every church in an association with some training is a great
achievement. To do it in one week. in
Sunday School group
training schools and
in one category <17)
of the new Church'
Study Course is even
more unusual. But
this is the story of
the Red River Association. This association consists of 36
c h .u r c h e s in and
aroUnd Arkadelphia,
Gurdon and PresMR. ADAMS
cott.
Every church was reached in three
schools held during the week of Nov.
30-Dec. 4. The teaching books were
offered · for the various department
(age-group) workers. Every Sunday
School worker was written about the
school well in advance. Much personal
work on the part of the associational
Sunday School officers was involved.
The associational superintendent and
moderator is Rev. Guy Branscum, the
superintendent of · training is Homer
Shirley and the missionary is C. D.
Conner.

Top twenty-five churches in Category
17 of the Church Study Course-Oct. 1.
1959 through January 25, 1960 are: .
1. No . Little Rock, Baring Cross, 180;
2. Crossett, 1st, 137; 3. Batesville, West,
102; 4. No. Little Rock, 1st, 8.3; 5. Fordyce, 1st, 67 ; 6. Harrison, 1st, 66 ;
7. Cabot, 1st, 65; 8. Stephens, 1st, 64_;.
9-. Ft. Smith, Trinity, 61; 10 . Jacksonville, 1st, 6i; 11. Little Rock, Calvary,
58; 12. Malvern, 1st, 57; 13. Ft. Smith,
Grand Ave., 54; 14. No. Little Rock,
Calvary, 53; 15 . Warren, Immanuel, 53;
16. Hot Springs, Central, 52; 17. Paris,
1st, 48; 18. Blytheville, 1st, 45; 19.
Camden, Temple, 44; 20. Benton, 1st,
43; 21. Van Buren, Oak Grove, 42; 22.
Batesville, 1st, 41; 23 . Helena, 1st, 41;
24~ Keiser,
1st, 41; 25. Little Rock,
Bapt. Tab. , 40.-Ernest R. Adams, Associate Secretary.
•
MARY CATE Abington, formerly of
Earle and now of De Queen, has recently made several religious recordings .
on the Kim label. She has recorded "I
W·o n't Have t O' Cross Jordan Alone;"
"When They Ring Those Golden Bells,"
"Love of God," and "Rock of Ages."
This recording may be secured by writing Miss Abington at De Queen. She
-is the daughter of Dr. E. Butle~ Abington, pastor of 1st Chul'ch, De · Queen.
A. R K AN S A S · B. A P T I S.T

STAN~ARD CHOIR, 1st Church, Harrison; Rev. Bill Cook, pastor; E. L. Crosby, Jr., minister of music; :Mrs. A. C. Tatuni,
church orgamst; Mrs. Bennie Ellis, graded choir pianist; Miss Meredith Ezell, church pianist.

Standard Choirs
Ji A .STANDARD Music ..Ministry bas
been obtained by the choirs of 1st
Churc:P.. Harrison. The choirs, under
the direction of E. L. Crosby, Jr., met
the stan.dard in September, October and
November thereby attaining a Standard
Music .Ministry. They are striving toward being standard for the ·entire year.
~Bill Cook is pastor.
·
.,

Tmining Union

Dedicated To What?
DR. CHARLES Wellborn, pastor of
. Seventh and James Church, Waco,
Texas, and popular youth speati:er, will
bring three messages
at the State Training Union Youth
Convention that will
meet at Immanuel
Church, Little Rock,
Friday, Apr i 1 15.
"D e d i c a t e d
t o
What?" will be the
convention them e.
Friday morning Dr.
Wellborn will speak
on "Areas of Dedica. DR. WELLBORN
tion"; Friday afternoon on "Cost of Dedication"; and Friday night on "The ~lessings of Chris.l;ian Dedicati·o n." State finals for the
sword drill and speakers' tournaments
· will be held at this youth convention
for Intermediates and Young People.
-Ralph Davis, Secretary •

Dr. Bridges Grateful
·WOULD YOU permit a former General Secretary to offer publicly some
thanks and congratulations to the Baptists of the state f0r their libe1·a1 support
of the Cooperative Program? In 1959
Dr. Whitlow's office collected al'l the
money necessary to .meet the budget requirements of the year, and more. You
were generous and liberal. Your response
to the challenge of a worthy budget is
· due to several things, as ·I see it.
1. We have a great Executive Secretary. If there ever was a man "tailor
made:• for the job, Dr: S. A. Whitlow is
the man. He deserves our love and cooperation, and we are happy, indeed, that
he is getting it.
·
·
2. The hard work and efficient promotion of the Forward Program of Church
Finance by the beloved ministry of our
Associate Secretary, Dr. Ralph Douglas.
Our people will do well to heed his calls
and follow his dynamic leadership.
3. The financial prosperity of the people has a great deal to do with the response of the people. There never was
so much moryey in circulation before .. No
people will give so liberally if money is
"tight." During this inflation if we do
not use the money in a liberal support
of the work of the Lord we will become
like the proverbial "Midas" when everything he touched turned to gold--even
his children. "The silver and gold are
mine," says the Lord. ·L et us bring it
into His house.
4. The challenge of a; great task also
has something to do with the victory. our

MARS

BOBBY G. CRABB has resigned as
t =>stor of Corner's Chapel Church,
' Trinity Association, to accept a church
in Missouri.
REV. CONWAY 'SAWYERS, pastor of
1st Church, Marked Tree, sends a list
of their families to receive the Arkan'·r.as Baptist free for one month through
our trial offer.

OR. BRIDGES

people love to undertake great things,
and win great victories.
5. A fine feeling of brotherly love
throughout the state also elicits the cooperation of the people and the churches.
6. The Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine is widely read and the promotion of
the cause is emp1l.asized on its pages. The
editor's appeals are excellently emphasized.
Thanks to the churches and to the
brethren.-B. L. Bridges

HI I. I.

Mars Hill, North Carolina

r

Fully accredited junior college offering liberal
arts, science, engineering, music, art, business,
law, medicine, home economics, education,
nursing ... noteq for scholarship, wholesome
social life, Christian ideals • • • Modern build·
ings on beautiful i30-acre campus in· the
mountains ..• 1100 students •.• for illustrated
catalog write to the ·REGISTRAR.
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accept as the true religion. In this discussion, religion and
Christianity are not used interchangeably.
There is a deep experience common to humanity termed
religion. In gist, it is a life Cli)mmitment to the supernatural,
an implicit and lifelong trust in the divine, and the private
and public exercises by which such a faith is cultivated.

Caution:
Seventh

a

Series

Religion And Marriage
By Joe W. Burton
"Marriage is regarded in all human societies ...
as a sacred transaction establishing a relationship
of the highest value to man and woma:n ... Society
mobilizes· all its forces, legal as well as moral, to
cement q stable LJ.nion."-Bronislaw Malinowski,
Mar·riage: Past and Present (Porter Sargent)

Does Religion Really Matter?
EvERY age, says a certai~ writer (Arthur W.
Combs in "The Myth of Competition," Childhood Education, February, 1957), is the victim of its myths.
People who believed the world was flat, he points out,
stayed away from the edge for fear of falling over.
Those who believed in witches put innocent people to
death. Many a defenseless sick man was "cured" of his
malady by bleeding hirri to death .because it was believed that ill11ess resulted from "had blood." Our age,
the writer concludes, has its own myths and they affect
just as disastrously our ability to deal with pressing
·
problems.

Two ·p resent-day myths have to do with religion
and marriage.
Myth one: It doesn't matter what one believes
just so he is sincere.
Myth two: Love i's a magic which automatically .
solves every problem, even those due
to differences of faith.

Let's go slowly here until we are sure of our terms:
, This is not an examination of the true revealed religion
in relation to marriage. It is not an exposition of. the -~
Christian interpretation of marriage. The writer is not
hereby disavowing his own personal Christian · faith, but he -'>
is rather seeking to point out that any person contemplating
marriage should realize the tremendous significance ' in marriage of religion, whatever that faith may be.
Our limited subject is on the significance of religion
to marriage, How important to marriage is religiqus faith? ,
In this discussion of religion generally as related to 1
marriage, ,let no one read into the discussion any Jmplicatioi1 -i
that one religion is as good as another. Nor should anyone
think that this is .an effort to develop a synthetic religion
by putting together the good qualities from the great world
faiths. Remember, we are not arguing for any religion, nor
offering an apology for any faith. Our single focus is on
the importance of religious faith to the relationship of
marriage. Does religion-any religion, any ·life commitment "1
to the supernatural- affect marriage? If SO, hOW much? ~

Our Greatest JoyOur Deepest Grief-

The inevitable conclusion is that religion affec ~s mar- ~y
riage more than does any other circumstance or factor. The
respect and devotion of which marriage is made are possi):~le t<
only under the principles which originate in religious experience. Religion runs deep irr the current of life. It affects.
all areas of living. It affects most seriously of all life's. most
intimate relation, marriage.
Now that effect can be for good or for ill. Where religion
is shared, where indeed it is Christian, where there is' on
the part of both husband and wife a sincei·e life commitineht
to Jesus Christ as both Saviour and Lord, religion's profound _..,
effect upon marriage can be to bring great good to the new
home. It refines relationships. It builds inutua1' respect.~
It cultivates beautiful and lasting devotion.
On the other hand, where religion is not shared, the ,
resulting turmoil and conflict in home life can bring · un~old

"
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This is a discussion of those two myths as they relate
to marriage. How much does religion really matter in
. marriage?
The word religion.is used deliberately. It is not necessarily synonymous with that faith which most readers readily
Page · Tfi n
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misery. Sharp differences in religious views-differences,
mind you, which because. they 'are i·eligious run as deep as
life itself, involving life commitments to the S\.lpernattiralcan· result in most grievous discord in the home. When one
has committed himself to a system of religious doctrine,
'-' when i~ results in a trust for himself for tn.me and for
eternity, it will grieve him no end if his companion does
- not share a lil{e faith. He is concerned without ever ceasing
for his unbelieving or other-believing C9Jmpanion.
But it must be remembered that that compani·o n has
1>- his own philosophy or re1igion, his own set of doctrines,
his own spiritual commitment. Difference of doctrine, and
>any expression of concern therefrom, · becomes a nagging,
gnawing, irl{some point ·of conflict and discord. Differences
of religious beliefs can produce the most grievous misery
in marriage.

Some Family Aspects
}·
Religion is propagated principally through the f!!-mily.
Its significance to marriage, therefore, is largely determined
by tne place of religion in the home.
What religion meant in childhood-The place of religion
in y·our childhood. home .will have pronoul').cecf meaning for
the place of religion in ·your marriage. Did ·you grow . up
in, a horne which had grace at meals? That practiced .family
worship? That .attended church at every service? . That
recognized God's care in daily family experiences? The significance of religion .i n your own . marriage wili certainly
depend on the place of religion in your childhood hotne.
Religion in the home has a decided cultural effec·t. 'For
instance, if you have grown up in the democratic atmosphere
of c.o ngregational church life, you will bring an entirely
diffj'lrent attitude to marriage from that of o.ne who ·knows .
the authoritarianism of the Catholic Church. Again, the
religious customs of a Jewish home will produce attitudes
and outlook quite different from those of a . conservative
evang.elical Christian family. Involved in these and other .
examples which might be cited are whole c'6ncepts of life,
of family organization, education, social behavi·or, moral
codes, all growing out of the religious background of
childhood.
The influence of family religion has been accented in
recent years by the many intercultural and interfaith mar):iages induced through military ser·vice. Not only are geographical bounds .being bridged within the natio'n but
between nations and continents. Young people are discovering, as a practical experience of life and not just theoretically, that religion presents factors to be considered in
marriage, for instance, between an evangelical Christian girl
in •Tennessee· and ·a Catholic soldier from Connecticut, 01:
between a Mississippi boy and a German Lutheran girl he
i1as met on duty in Germany.
What it means to you now-There are varying degrees
of religious experience. Few people have known the intense
commitment of the apostle Paul who 'was never "disobedient
unto the heavenly vision;" and whose desire always was to
"know Christ" and be found in him. How significant religion
will be to your marriage will depend on the degree of your
f.eligious commitment, on what your religious experjence
means. to you individually, as a person, and as a ' personal
experience:
·
Some have exp~rienced dedication which supersedes and
takes precedence over all other relations of life. To these,
religious devotion and 'service are supreme. ·
On the _other ·hand, there · are those who~>e 'religious
{~xperi'ence, belief,, and .commitment . are . of casual signlfiM ar· c h ·. 3. , 1 9. 6 0

cance. To these religion . wou1d~be of incidental consequence
in . marriage.
Wh'at you expect religion to do for your home and your
chil,dren'-WJ;lat ·are your expectations ·of religion in relation
to marriage and the home? These expectations· will determine Yom· own family's loyalty to religious· histitutions,
church attendance, religious practices in the home such as
grace at meals, family prayer, and the religious · training of
children. These religious expectations in relation to marriage will have bearing on, such imporlant matters as family
size,. social activities, family budget, rearing the .c hildren,
·
·
divor.ce, and remarriage.
In the present-day decline in famf.Jy fillJctions, one of
the most serious developments has been with reference to
family religion. Here perhaps parents have .been most willing
to · be rep-laced by "experts" in the spiritua;l nm:ture of their
children. Here the churc)l has assumed more and more the
formal duties in Christian training which were once performed l£!.rgely in the home. It is encouragi-ng to, note that
this trend has shown a slight reversal of late . .Young parents
in. increasiQg numbers: accept their God-gi·ven duty to bring
up their children in the nurture of the Lord, in the ,home.
Young people appl'oach marriage with the deliberate purpose
to b1:ing; qefinite Cbristian practices into family life. 'rhus
expectatioRs .(Jf family religion are of growing importance.
·. Here sho~ld be carefully noted the eff~ct -family religion
wifl have.·o n children. Young lives will be affected by their
pa~·ents' faith, for gooQ. or for ill. If one parent is devout
an:Cl the pther . mil1 eles~:>, or one a believer and the other a 1
qrnk agn~stic, .t hat ~ffect on the children can be disastrous
from the viewpoint ot either parent. A saintly parent may
know no end of misery simply because of the influence on
his • own cJ;li.l d of his own unbelieving compa_nion. This is
a most important potential of' marriage related to what
YO,ti expect r!'lligion to mean to your home and your family.
What rel\gion means now to your parents-Consideration must be given to the continuing influence of your
parents' religious .views. What ·will your paren't s say about
the religious. loyalties of your new home·? They can, if they
are hostile, exercise a pressure likely to break any but the
very strongest wills. What par13nts say is a reflection o.f
their .prejudices and of ·theil' own social world. They are
certain to be vocal at the point of religious :faith in criticism
or commendation of the new· in-law.
0

A day of worship-Whether one in humility and reverence observes a day of rest and worship; or makes it a
day of levity or laziness or for doing family chores can
be very important to a marriage. Indeed countless family
squabbles have been started because husband or wife wanted
to go to church twice on Sunday and the other felt that _
one time was enough. On the positive side, untold blessings '1
have come to numberless homes because both marriage
partners eagerly desired to observe with reverence a day of
worship.
Stewardship--Finally, note the effect of stewardship.
Here is the groundwork for family budget and the handling
of all money. Here also are the primary factors in the
use of time and in family schedules. Here is determined
not only the family's contributions to church and charity,
but also the character ·of expenditures for family neoessities
and pleasure. Here, too, is the area of belief which controls
how life is lived, whether under divine cqmmission Ol' for
selfish gratification. How important are all of these factors,
rooted in religious belief, as related to marriage!

Some Doctrines That Count
I

Any life commitment, any submission of self to mastery
by another, is sure to affect such a close personal relationship as marriage.
There is no experience of life so deep, so meaningful,
so revolutionary as religious experience. The relation
between the human and the divine is the most significant
in all life's experiences.
Parallel to that, on the human plane, there is no relation
so significant as marriage.
Putting these two relationships together-that between
the human and the divine and that beween man and
woman-and we are sure to conclude that the first has the
very most significant effect on the second.
Look now at some fundamental religious beliefs and
note their effect on marriage.
The doctline of man-Religion determines one's concept
of man, his condition, his dignity, his potentiality. How
important all of this is to marriage! Mutual respect of
husband and wife, -their delight in each other as persons,
as well as their lasting affection, are directly related to
what each believes about man.
Does the husband treat the wife as a slave or ~s an
equal? It depends on his doctrine of man. Does she regard
her husband as a meal ticket or as a person she values for
his own inherent worth? Obviously, the answer depends
again on her doctrine of man.
Marriage being a human relationship, one could easily
<;onclude that this doctrine of man is about the most important of all religious tenets in relation to marriage.
Who is God?- This is the primary question in all moral
and spiritual experience. The nature, the character, the
person of one's God will have an effect upon marriage
beyond estimation. One's attitude toward and treatment of
others, including certainly his marriage partner, are determined by what he believes about God.
Revelation-Has God spoken? Is his Word the revelatimi of God's will for man? Is t hat W'Dl'd recognized as
authoritative for a man individually and for his family?
Will it be read faithfully anfi its precepts 1practiced in the
home? The answe1's to these and similar questions, comprising one's doctrine of revelation, will affect much of his
conduct in marriage. It is not amiss to note that other
religions than Christianity have their sacred writings, and
if a Christian is thinking of marrying into one of these
faiths he should understand .his friend's attitude toward
what he sincerely regards as re~elation .
Prayer-Does God hear us when we pmy?. Does he in
truth supply our daily bread foi· which thanks is to be
returned to him? Is it possible for husband and wife, parents and children to. gather about a heavenly throne in
daily family worship? Is worship in a congregation of
believers an experience which a family simply,' must have?
To ask these questions is to emphasize again the significance
of religion to marriage at the point of une's doctrine of
prayer.
P, a g e T w e I v 4i!

More Than Family

··

Jesus has a strange and frightening word of caution
when he t alks about hating father and mother, wife and
children, "yea, and his own life also" to be his disciple.
The verse underscores the significance of religious experience. Faith in God and .service to him are so significant
that other relations pale into insignificance. Some do literally "hate" or "leave" family to follow Christ. The
commitment of life in religious experience is so deep and 11
fundamental taat it is sure to have great effect upon
marriage.
Young people, therefore, are wise when they realize that
religion does have tremendous significance to marriage.
They are still wiser when they assess in advance what that
effect is likely to be on themselves, on two people whose ~
lives may become one.

,,

A Solemn Pledge

There is one verse which occurs four times in the Bible,
a single sentence which summarizes the very essence of
the marriage pledge (Gen. 2:24; Matt. 19:5; Mark 10:7-8;
'Eph. 5 :31). In its use in Ephesians, it speaks of man leaving
father and mother and joining his wife. In Jesus' quotation
of the verse in Matthew and Mark, he 'speaks of the husband -,
cleaving to his wife, ~·and they twain shall be one flesh."
Paul in Ephesians compares this strong cleaving in ~
marriage to the Christian experience of salvation. "Husbands," he writes, "love your wives, even as Christ also
loved the church. Wives, submit yourselves unto your own
husbands, as unto the Lord." Here is a mutual dependence
in human relations, between husband and wife, which is
compared to the reliance of a Christian in his devotion and ~ 1
commitment to Christ.
<
Thus in the inspired writing itself, the significance of
i·eligion in marriage is pointed up. The parallelism is still
wonderful. The cleaving of husband to wife is of a kind,
of a degree, to be compared to a believer's trust in Christ.
How impor tant such a relation is to human experience.
How important to marriage is Christian faith!

(Reprinted by pennission of Sunday School Board,
Southern Baptist Convention. Ava1lable at
Baptist Boo!t StOl'e at 15 cents.)
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Seminary Sets BuCiget;
Professor Leaves Post
NEW ORLEANS - (Bp)- A record
operating budget of nearly $1 million
for 1960-61 was approved by trustees
of New Orleans Baptist Theological
Seminary at their annual .meeting on
the campus here.
This represents an increase of $111,460 over the 1959-60 budget of $888,540.
Plans for a new theology building to
be constructed at a cost of approximately $3·00,000 were also approved by
the board. In addition to housing the
school of theology, the new building
will relieve the shortage of faculty and
administrative offices as well as other
crowded conditi'ons on the campus.
In other actions, trustees voted unanimously to accept the recommendation
of the special committe.e of the board
that Theodore (Ted) R. Clark be relieved of his status as associate professor of theology a.nd his teaching responsibilities as of Mar. 12.
A statement released by the board
said: "In the light of problems which
the board has dealt with over a period
of several years, it accepted unanimousiy the recommendation of a special committee that Theodore ,R. Clark
be relieved of his status as ta ssociate
.professor, and his teaching responsibilities ·as of Mar. 12, 1960. His salary will be continued for 12 months,
and the possible renewal of his relationship to the inst,i tution may be reviewed on or before the expiration of
a five-year period. His recently-pub. lished book is one of several instances
in which the board has been confronted with questions as to limitations in
the area of communication with students and hearers as well as content
of lecture materials."
The book referred to is Clark's "Savedby His Life," published last year by
Macmillan.
A new student housing project and
the construct<ion of a new book store
building also received favorable action
from the board. The student apartment building will be three stories
high, contain 36 apartments, and will
be constructed at a cost of $360,000. ·
Early approval of a campaign among
friends of the seminary to raise funds
for construction of the building was
given by the executive committee of
the board.
The new bui'lding will be named Willing·ham Manor in honor of Dr. R. J.
Willingham, corresponding secretary of
the Southern Baptist Foreign Mission
Board from 1893 to .1914.
The book store building will be constructed by the Southern Bap·t ist Sunday School Board, ·Nashville, and w!ll
be an expansion of tlie present book
store facilities on the seminary campUs. The new building will be designed
to morEl adequately meet the needs of
the entire New Orleans area. •
Marc;h 3, 1960

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (BSSB) -Principal speakers at Southern Baptists•
nation-wide Sunday School Convention Ma1·ch 29-31 in Ft. Worth, Tex., sponsored
by the Baptist Sunday School Board, Nashville, are, top row, left to right: James L.
Sullivan, executive secretary-treasurer, Sunday School Board; W. A. Criswell, pastor
}Cirst Baptist Church, Dallas, Tex.; and Chester E. Swor, youth writer,
and lecturer, Jackson, Miss. Bottom row, left to right: J. N. Barnett,
tary, Sunday School Department, Sunday . School Board, Nashville; G.
Keegan, secretary, Student Department, Sunday School Board; and W .
Pollard, president, Southern Baptist Convention, Knoxville, Tenn. A. v.
secretary of the Board's Sunday School Department, is director of the c"'n"''"nti
(BSSB Photo)

Dahlberg To Speak
At Little Rock
DR. EDWIN T. Dah.lberg, pastor of
Delmar Baptist Church, St. Louis, and
president of the National Council of
Churches, will speak at 1st Methodist
Church, Little Rock, March 11, at 8 p.m.,
Dr. Joseph B. Hunter, executive secretary
of Arkansas Council of Churches, has
announced.

New Stewardship Tract
"Your Mission Dollars .at Work,"
'
testimonial · tract by Rev.
Barnes, missionary volunteer
ident of the student body at lVll.ct"rest-l
ern .Seminary, has recently been
leased by the Executive Board of
'Southern Baptist Convention. It
be used in conjunction with the
ward Program of Church Finance.

$17,000.00
First
Mortg·age

6cro

Sinking
Fund
Bonds

LIFE LINE BAPTIST CHURCH
Dated March 1, 1960
Denominations of $250, $500, $1,000
Due ~erially 2 through 10Y2 years semi-~nnually
· Copies of the Brochure may be obtained
from
Life. Line Baptist Church
7601 Baseline Road, Little R·ock, Ark.
LO 5-5422 or LO 5-5433

A. B. CULBERTSON & CO., FT. WORTH, TEXAS
Corporate Trustee
A. C. Rudloff/ Arkansas DiJ:ector

'

BANK OF ARKANSAS
Paying· Agent
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SOMETIMES a local church faces the decision as to remaining
a part of a convention or bf' coming indr·pendent. Sometimes it is
T hi" pastor who influences the church. Sometimes it is a layman.
A church gets itself into such a position l\Sually because a few unwarranted statements are propounded as Gospel truth. Charges
such as the following are made: a local church by belonging to a
convention loses its autonomy, or too much money is spent in overhead, or all the program is piped down from headquarters. There
is no end to the number of things that some people will dream up
to try to get a church to disassociate itself from a convention.
These people very rarely look at the other side of the picture
to see the good that is accomplished by being associated with other
churches in a convention. We need to understand this matter of
being associat~d together in a convention. A convention is not a
hierarchy. It has no power other than that which is given it by the
·group of churches. The programs that are planned and promoted by
the convention are the programs which the churches desire or which
someone on the convention level feels will be of help to the local
church. A program is never "piped" down, but rather is developed
out of a need.
Sometimes it is good for a church to pause and look at the advantages which it has by being associated with other churches in a
convention.
By working together in and through different agencies,
churches are able to do things. together which they cannot do alone.
No one chHrch could build and operate a seminary just to train
pastors for its own use. Yet this is what a church should do if it
insists on being independent. It certainly doesn't seem to be Christian for a church to receive from _the denomination, and on the other ·
hand, .·declare its independence from the denomination.
Churches working together do for themselves many things
which they cannot do alone. They build and operate hospitals,
schools, homes for aging, children, publishing houses, and many,
many other things.
Together they support their own mission work around the
-world . .One of the joys of working together in the mission program
is that a mission field does not close down when the -missionary takes
a furlough or retires. I remember hearing Dr. M. T. Rankin speak
about "mothing glory" missions-they come in blossom, but soon
fade. This is what happens, he said, to many mi~sion stations not
sponsorE!d by a denomination. This type of mission work is often
very costly and has no permanent results.
Anyone who ever entertained the idea of trying to lead a local
church away from its natural association with other Baptist churches
needs to cab.nt the cost of such a move. He ought to examine all the
rea,sons .which he is using in suggesting such action. He qught to
examine all the opportunities of service which a church can receive
from the denomination, and also all opportunities of s~rvice which
the denomination_provides the church. -Editor James 0. Duncan,
in Capital Baptist •
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -<BSSB)-For-five Baptist book ·· store managers
ill meet at the Baptist Sunday School
oard, Nashville, March 7-ll· during
e Board's semi-annual "At Home"
eek.
Bradley : Bolin, Manager, ~aptist
ook tS tore, 303 West Capitol Avenue,
ittle Rock, will attep.Q.. the conference.
ase Fourtee"
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Our Baptist Lifeline
For Southern Baptists, the Cooperative Program is the only means by
Which to carry out Jesus' Great Com· miss~on:
"Go ye, therefore, and te·a ch
all nations ... " So declared Dr. S. G.
Po:;ey in an address recently .at .GoldeJ;J. Gate Semi-nary, 'Mi,ll Valie:v., Calif.,

THE FOLLOWING are new books
from Abingdon Press, l:lashville, · Tenn.:
Beggars in Velvet, by Carlyle Marney, $2
"The true purpose of 'r eligion i-s . t-o
furni sh a reference point outside . mys.elf to which r can look. This establishes communion. This reference 'point
permits orientation. You can tell where
you are . That is what Christians mean
by their belief · in God-the highest
point we know."
So states Dr. Marney in this his
latest bO'ok, .t he title of which is takeri
from an old nursery rhyme. Beggars
are the great moral threat in om· velvet
age·, he declares. He gives valuable tips
on how to deal with " those who expect
to get by on another man's generosity."
· When Trouble 'Comes, a Christian
view of evil, sin, and suffering, by
James E. Seller!'. $2
Dr. Sellers classifies the evil confronting men in two categ·ories: physical evil such as storms, floods, .an'd
death; and. moral evil which is ~uf{er
'ing at the hands of men rather than
at the hands of nature, and which is
manufactunid in our own hearts. He
undertakes to point out the resources
Christians possess f-or combating both
f.orms.
. Point of Glad Return, · Confronting
Christ in Your Life Today, by Lance
Webb,. $3.50
. All of life has been divided by Dr.
Webb into three parts, each of which
is considered at length in this book:
such • frustrations as boredom, loneliness and fear; our success-ambition,
laughter, and health; and the phase
over which we have no control-pain,
illness, sorrow, and iiying. Dr. We~b.
out of a quarter of a century as a
Methodist pastor, presents convincing
discussion of the changes that can
corhe through faith in Christ.
John Wesley's Theology Today, a
study of the Wesleyan tradition in the
light of cu11rent .theological dialogue,
by Colin W. Williams, $4.50
In keeping with Wesley's -own emphasis, the author, a native of Australia
and now pi·ofessor of systematic theology at Queens College, Melbourne,
makes his sty-le of writing plain and
direct, striving "to use plain language
to bring plain truth to plain people."
H.ere are presented the beliefs that·
gave rise to the sweeping revival of the
18th cev.t\).ry and a full appraisal of the
shape and str\lcture of Wesley's theology. .
Religious Education, a comprehensive
survey of background, theory, methods,
administration, and agencies, edited by
Marvin J. Taylor, $6.50
The 37 chapters of this book, each
chapter by a different contributor, are
grouped in four divisions. •
ARKANSAS BAP.TIST

statistics, recorded in the chUl'ch's 1959
yearbook, indicated that this figUl'e
was an increase of more than $4,000,000
over last year, an~ includes $12,287,938
contributed to missionary and benevolent causes.
N. Y. Schools Honor Jewish Holy Days
NEW YORK (EP)-For the first time
in history, New York City public schools
will close in honor of the Jewish High
Holy Da:ys of Rosh Hasho~ah (New
Year) and Yom Kippur <Day of Aatonement) .
. "We have schools full of children, but
without teachers," on these days, said
Dr. John J. Theobald, superintendent
of schools. "And on the other hand
we have schools with a full staff of
teachers and virtually no children," he
added.
Until this year, New York schools
have closed only for Christmas and
Good Friday celebrations. Of the city's
40,000 teachers and supervisors, some
18,000 are Jewish, as are more than a
third of the 950,000 students in the
schopl system.
·Catholic Paper Upholds Loyalty Oath
ALBANY, N. Y. (EP)-The Ev-a ngelist, official publication of the Albany
Roman Catholic diocese, has referred
to the loyalty oath and affidavit required of college students seeking loans
under the National Defense Education
. Act as a "reasonable demand." The .
paper said most U. s. citizens "have
little patience with the snobbish brand
of citizenship that looks down its nose
on loyalty oaths."
More than 12 U. ·S. colleges have
refused to accept money the act would
have provided in protest to the provision that applicants sign an affidavit
disclaiming affiliation with subversive
groups.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (EP,)-Of the
record $3,110,545 denominational budget for the Church of the Nazarene,
for eign missions will receive two-thirds
a nd home missions will receive $431,757
in 1960. The two departments maintain
450 fuli-time missionaries.
NEW YORK (EP) :-American Baptist
Convention constituents gave $41,364
above their 1959 World Fellowship Offeling goal of $450,000. The ABC Council on Missionary Cooperation, which
gave the report, said the annual offering helps support American Baptist
missions overseas and the convention's
Ministers and Missionaries B e n e f i t
Board program.
•
'Torrey Johnson Reveals 1960 Plans
WHEATON, Ill. O~iP) - The Torrey
Johnson Evangelistic Team has announced it will spend a large part of
1960 in Africa, Europe and the Middle
East. Dr. Torrey Johnson, founder of
· Youth 'for Christ and leader of the organization for five years will be the
preacher of the day on Easter. at the
empty tomb of our Lord, Jerusalem.
During 1959, Dr. Johnson and his nine
co-workers traveled over 49,000 miles
to conduct soul-winning campaigns in
35 cities in the U.S. and Canada. In
most instances the local chairman declal~ed pub!icly that this was the largest and most fa:uitful campaign in local historY.

Baptist Ministers
Plead For Schools

Seek Milk Program Extension
ATLANTA, Ga. <BP)-The Atlanta
WASHINGTON, D. C. (EP}-A num- Baptist pastors' conference has passed
ber of Congressmen have introduced a resolution calling on the state legislegislation to extend the special milk lature to "give the people of Atlanta,
program for non-profit schools, sum- and any other community in the state,
mer camps, settlement houses, child- the right of determination in the matcare centers, and similar non-profit in- ter of the closing of our public schools."
stitutions where the care of children is
The resolution came at a time when
undertaken.
A number of religious organizations Atlanta's public school ,system faces
which ·have benefited fl·om the Scho'ol possible closing because of the Federal
Milk Program operated by the govern- District Judge's ruling that desegregament for a number of years, are ex- t ion in the school system must be
pected to give strong support to the broken down within a reasonable time.
bill. Public hearings on the matter will The Georiia legislature has passed prebegin soon, and will be carried on by vious laws saying that they will close
Rep. Lester Johnson (Dem.-WiscJ, Al- the schools before -accepting any form
bert H. Quie (Rep.-Minn.) ; Earl Hogan · of integration.
The resolution adopted by the Atlanta
<Dem.~IndJ and Pat Jennings <Dem:Va.). Senators Hubert H. Humphrey Baptist pastors affirmed their "belief
<Dem.-Minn.) and Eugene J. McCar- in public education as indispensable to
thy '<Dem.-Minn.) have also sponsored our way of life" and their belief ''in
the right o.f American. citizens to free
similar measures in the Senate.
determination in all matters of welfare
and concern to the citizens."
Stewardship Statistics
The resolution was signed by the conINDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (EP) ~A total
of. $82,639,137 was contributed to ·the ference president, Roy Hinchey, SecreChristian C h u r c h e s (Disciples of tary Harold Kilpa.trick, and chairman
Christ) in the U .. S. and Canada during of the resolution committee, Charles
the fiscal yea1· ending June, 1959. These Go e.
Mar'h 3, 1960

Why Protection
LET US consider what i-t means to
your church for your pastor to be in
tlie retirement program of our Convention.
Why A Protect-ion ' Plan for Ministers?
As
recently
as
1940,
the average
sala~:y of the Baptist
pastor was $1,000 a
year. S t a t i s t i c s
show that in 1956,
approximately
13,000 Southern Baptist p a s t o r s were
making less than
$2,500 a year.
It is easy to see
why, with small salOR. RUCKER
aries, the financial
demand-s of the ministry, and the moral ·impossibility of supplementing that
salary fi·om outside sources, the pastor
could not save enough money to provide for his old age, or for financial
thelp for his family in face of his unexpected disability or death.
This is where the Southern Baptist
Protection Program comes in. It offers an opportunity for an annuity to
be built up f-or the pastor, at a monthly
cost shared by the church and the
state convention.
Three Basic Benefits in Protection
Age Retirement Annuity. The pastor
may have up to $2,000 a year in the
Ministers Security Plan or up to 70 per
cent of all salaries· paid on from the
time he joined until retirement under
the Southern Baptist Protection Plan
(maximum salary, $4,000).
Disability Annuity.· The pastor may
receive an annuity up to a maximum.
of $900 a year.
Widow's Annuity. E v e r Y. church
wants to be proud of its pastor's wife,
and no church wants to see the pastor's widow, -· who has served ably beside her husband, left in need or want.
Under the protection program, if he
dies either during active service or after retirement, she receives an annuity for the remainder of her unmarried
life.
I
Costs Paid Cooperatively
Church and Member Dues - 10 per
cent until age 60, 10% per cent between 60 and 70, 11 per cent after
70. <Maximum' salary, $4,000.)
Convention's Dues - 5 per cent until member reaches age 60, 5Yz per
cent after 60 and 6 per cent after age
70.
Interest Earnings _:_, From money in
vested by the Annuity Board.
Dues are paid monthly, and go into
p6oled fund, from which all annui
ties are paid.
If a parsonage i·s furnished, th
church may add 15 per cent to th
pastor's cash salary and pay dues or
the total <not to exceed $4,000). FOJ
example: His monthly cash salary i.
$250. Fifteen per cent of $250 is $37.50
Add this amount to $250 and ehurc
and member dues are then 10 per cen
of $287 .50-T. K. Rucker, Field Repre
sentative, Relief and Annuity Board
Page Fifte.e
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Midwestern Seminary
Enrollment Record
At New School

endm.e nts to By-Laws
. CUMULATIVE enrollment at MidTHE FOLLOWING amendments to western Seminary, Kansas City, Mo.,
the bylaws of Woman's Missionary Un - stands at 296. This is said to be the
Auxiliary to Arkansas Baptist highest enrollment any Southern BapS t ate Convention, tist Convention seminary has reached
p r ·o p o s ·e d by the in its second year of existence. TwentyWMU E x e c u t i v e one new students have enrolled for the
Board, Feb. 23, 1960, second semester.
·
will be voted on in
Students come from 27 states and
the annual meeting, 62 colleges. ·Missouri ranks first in
April 5-6, 1960:
n u m b e r of students enrolled, 121;
Delete from Arti- followed by: Arkansas, 28; Oklahoma,
cle IV, Section 2, 23; Kansas, 19; Texas, 14. 'Also stuparagraph (3) "as- dents from Mexico and Holland have
sisted by two mem- matriculated.
bers of the hostess
Registrar V. Lavell Seats states that
Woman's
Mission- . the reception of the Seminary by area
MISS COOPER
ary Society, she (re- churches has been splendid. Nea.rly 70
cording secretary) shall receive and per cent of the students are · presently
tabulate the list of delegates and visi- in the pastorate or se11Ving as song
tors at the annual meeting."
leaqers, youth directors, institutional
Delete from Article VI, Section 3, missionaries, assistant pastors or educoncerning annual district meetip.gs, cational directors. Each week addi"held alternately in the associations." tional students are being called to
Change Article VII, Section 1, in list- places of service.
ing personnel of e x e c u t \ v e board Professor Columnist
"eight associational presidents" to
IN ADDITION to his duties as
"eight associational representatives."
preaching professor at Midwestern
Substitute Article VII, Section 5, Seminary, Kansas City, Mo., Dr. C.
"The executive board shall meet regu' the time and place to be fixed
FOR SALE
the board."
17 GOOD PEWS
Delete from Article ~X. Section 1,
and "policy" comIn dark oak, curved style, 60 to 17 feet
Add "promotion" committee.
in length, contact F i r s t Baptist
in Article XI to read "preChurch, Leslie, Arkansas.
notice · of the proposed amendhaving been submitted to the exboard and other constituents."
Article formerly required 'publi..:
CHURCH
of changes · in the Arkansas

$100
Entertainment
Arkadelphia
ROOMS IN homes will be available
any who attend the Annual Meetof Arkansas Woman's Missionary
in Arkadelphia, April 5-6. Howwill gre.a tly aid the local comif request is sent in advance
by March 30, if p o s s i b 1 e - to
chairman of home assignments,
R. A. Coppenger, Ouachita Hills,
There will be no banconnection with the Annual
Following the evening session
be a reception at 1st Church.
Arkansan Passes
Word has come of the recent death.
Everett Rawlings, Jr., of Hollydale,
only child of Rev. and Mrs.
Rev. Rawlings was forpastor of the 1st Church, ForCity; Southside Church, Pine
Immanuel Church, Fort Smith;
Van Buren; Caney Church,
Upon retirement ten years
and Mrs. Rawlings moved to
to be with their son.
Rawlings is survived by his wife
three daughters.- Nancy Cooper,
Secretary and Treasurer

$250

DeWitt Matthews is continuing to
write three columns weekly for the Macon, Ga., Telegraph, a newspaper with
50,000 circulation.
Matthews, form erly. pastor of · the
Vineville Baptist Church, Macon, has
written these human-interest columns
dealing with the practical approach to
living, guidance, and applied theology
for the past ten years.
Last summer, when he announced his
decision to move to Kansas City, the
editors of the 'T elegraph asked that he
cqntinue his popular columns. •
MANNING CHURCH in Carey· Association has accepted the · one month
free trial offer of the Arkansas Baptist
thro4gh l,VIarch. Ray Carpenter a student at Ouachita College, is pastor of the
Manning church.
·

SWEET ONION Plant Assortment500 plants $2 postpaid Fresh !rom
Texas Plant Company, FarmersvUle,
Texas,. "Home o! the Sweet Onion."

The
LITTLE GIANT HOTOMATIC
Gas Water Heater No. 3
Will 'supply all the hat
water needed for Baptistries,
Church Kitchens, Rest Rooms.
Heats 450 GPH, 20• rise In
temperature. Inexpensive, too.
Write for free folder.
LITTLE GIANT MFG. CO.
907 7th Street, Oranuo, Toxu

BONDS
$500

$1000

PAYING 6% ANNUALLY
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A SAFE, SOUND, CHRISTIAN INVESTMENT,
here is an opportunity to help a worthy cong·r egation secure a much needed
building and draw good interest on your money while it is being used in the
Lord's work.
·
Offered by
TRINITY BAPTIST CHURCH
1400 East lOth Street
Little Rock, Arkansas
FR 5-6309
FR 4-1855
· W. Earl Ashley, Pastor

C:ol'l'F!ct.iton!
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Dr. Theodore Adams says .••

Book · Your Brownell
Mission Tour Now!
The Rio Congress will be a g reat spiritual ex- ·
perience . . • a Pentecost is possll;lle • • • 4,000
or more r egistered delegates are expected from
North A m e rica. REGISTER N OW-for the
t our you want. Rates fro m $625. SEE YOUR
TRAVEL
AGENT . TODAY.
Aslc
a)lou1l
Brownell's Travel Now-Pay Later P la n.
Official Tour Company for North America

Rio Congress
June 26

BIRMINGHAM, ALA,
ARKANSA$
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. 1ST CHURCH, Forrest City, pad William Bates, associate p astor, 1st
Church, Jackson, Tenn., as guest speaker
Feb. 21.

(Photo by W. McKinley Gilliland)
.DR. BILLY GRAHA).\i <l,e ft) .visited .
new buildings of the Baptist hospital
in Ogbomosho, Nigeria, during his recent evangelistic crusade in that country. Pictured with him are <left to
right) A-ssociated Press's Mr. Royal and
Southern Baptist missionaries: Dr: L.
C. Smith, of the hospital staff; Dr.
J. ·christ<?pher .Pool, principal of the

Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary,
OgbomoshG, which Dr. Graham also
visited; Dr. T. Keitp. Edwards and Dr.
Martha (j.\[rs. W. McKinley) Gilliland,
both also of the hospital · staff. The
next ·day Dr. Graham, a member of the
Southern Baptist F o r e i g n Mission
Board, took part in dedication cere.monies for a new Baptist hospital in
Kontagora, Northern Nigeria.

Leadership Croups
Elect Officers

. Dr. C. E. AUtrey of Dallas, secretary
of evangelism for t~e Home Mission
Eoard, said church members must work
individually to win non-Christians to
Christ because only 3 per cent of the
non-Christians ever attend church. •

NEW ORLEANS -<BP)- ~ Richard
N. Owen of Nashville and W. C. Boone
of Louisville will serve as presidents
of two Baptist leadership groups during the next year.
Owen, editor of tne weekly Tennessee Baptist and Reflector, is new .president of the ..southern Baptist Press
Association. Boone, executive secretary, General Association of Baptists
i1;1 Kentucky, heads the !!'roup of state
Baptist executive sem:reta.ries.
Their election concluded the simultaneous meeting of the two groups in
New Orleans. The press association
is comprised of state Ba.ptist paper editors and editors of some other Baptist
journals. The executive secretaries are
the chief Baptist administrators of
their respective state bodies.
Louisville will be "host to the 1961
winter meeting of the two groups Feb. 16-18.
,
Other officers of the .two groups include:
Press association - E . •s. Ja.mes, Dallas, editor, Baptist Standard, vice president, and Erwin L. McDonald, Little
Rock, editor, Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine, re-elected secretar:y and treasurer.
· Secretaries - Rober.t .L. Lee, Louisiana Baptist Convention, Alexandria,
vice president, and N. J. Westmoreland, Kansas Convention of Southern
Baptists, Wichita, re-elected secretary
and treasurer. •
Mau~
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No.., is
•he •iane •••
to begin . or comp lete your
Lord's Supper Service.
Broadman offers you two
finely crafted aluminum
services - one high ly polished to resemble f.ine
s il ver, the other with a subdued, nonglossy finish that
·resists scratc hes and stains .
Write for complete informac
t ion and pr ices.
your Baptist Book Store

TOUR EUROPE AND HOLY LAND
Twelve Countries -

$1395

Seven Countries -

$1096

July 15 and July 30 to Sept. 1. Write -immediately:
Dr. Cecil Sutley, Ouachita Baptist College,
Arkadelphia, Arkansas

PASTO·RS AND. CHURCM LEADERS~
ARE YOU INADEQUATELY TRAINED?
DO· YO·U NEED:

Continuous Education?
New Studies?
Refresher Courses?
More Bible Knowledge?

WE CAN HELP YOU!
Enroll today and get a Reflection Book free

EXTENSION DEPARTMENT OF THE
SOUTHERN BAPTIST SEMINARIES
Lee Gallman, ·Director
P. 0. Box' 1154
Jackson 5, Mississippi
P a se Seventeen..

Fo'reign Missions Board

REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE
An annual increase in missionary
appointments makes imperative a corresponding increase in · financial resources available to the Foreign Mission
Board, Dr. Baker J. Cauthen, executive
secretary, said at the February meeting
of the Board as he reviewed figures on
Southern Baptist giving and Cooperative Program distlibution. Reaching
the goal of 150 new missionaries in
1960 will necessitate raising the Board's
operating budget. bY. $1,500,000 in 1961,
he said.
The operating budget of the Foreign
Mission Board is built upon money received from the Convention-wide .Cooperative Program, Dr. Cauthen said,
although some money from the Lottie
Moon Christmas Offering is used for
that purpose.
In addition to the need for an annual
increase in operating funds, the Foreign Mission Board is likewise faced
with growing needs for capital funds,
that is, money for the development of
work on mission fields. This calls,
among other things, for the construction of churc~es, hospitals, seminaries
and other schools, mission residences,
publishing houses, e·t cetera. The Lottie
Moon Christmas Offering supplies most;
of the money used for capital outlay
on mission fields.
Dr. Cauthen expressed concern that
while Southern Baptist giving for all
purposes in 1959 was 8 per cent above
that for 1958 gifts for missions and
benevolences, including associational,
state, home, and foreign missions, increased only 4 per cent.
"The Foreign Mission Board will
face needs ' amounting .to at least $20,000,000 in ' 1960," he said. "And, after
using all resources available to us, we
will still lack $3,000,000 having enough
money to supply these needs.
"We are convinced that God will continue to lead great numbers of ,people
to go to mission fields and that their
going will furt>her expand the mis~~~n
ary vision of churches at home lith
the result that there will .be increased
giving, prayer, and dedication to the
will of our Lord.
"We face the next four years reading
up to ·the Baptist Jubilee celebration
with great confidence that God will
bring into reality by that time a missionary esta.blishment with a minimum
of 2,000 missionaries serving throughout the world."

Means Reviews Growth
of Brazilian Baptists
Dr. Frank K. Means, secretary for
Latin America, reported from his · tern-'
porary headquarters in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil.
He said that as he and Mrs. Means
spent the night of January 6 aboa1·d
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ship in the Rio harbor they were re- Israel the latter part of March," Dr.
minded of the similar experience of Dr. Goerner reported. "In both of these
and Mr.s. William B. Bagby, Southern countries Southern Baptist missionaBaptists' first permanent missionaries ries are being enlisted in the work of
to Brazil, who arrived early in 1881. preparation."
"The topography of the land has probBaptists in Israel received good pubably not changed a great deal in the licity recently when a prominent wompast 79 years," Dr. Means said. "Neither an's· journal published in Tel Aviv,
have the fundamental needs of the Bra- Israel, in the Hebrew language carried
zilian people. But there have been a feature story concerning Missionary
changes in other directions.
Marjorie <Mrs. Frank A., III) Hooper
"Brazil was then an empire; now it and her activities at the Baptist center
is a republic. If Rio de Janeiro was a in Petah Tiqva. "This report reveals a
commanding city then, it ranks as a new openness toward Baptists on the
;modern world metropolis now with part of many Israelis," Dr . .Goerner
almost 3,000,000 inhabitants. Rio was said. "If the small mission force in
then the capital of Brazil, as indeed it Israel could be strengthened in numstill is; but feverish preparations are bers, encouraging results might soon
being made for the transfer ·of the be witnessed.'"
1
capital to Brasilia on Apri~ 21, 1960.
Other pressing calls f.or missionary·
"Brazil's religious complexion 1has personnel in his area, Dr. Goerner said,
been changed by the work which the come from Spain, where there is an
Bagbys, their contemporaries, and their urgent appeal for five additional mismissionary successors have done. When sionary couples, and from Nigeria,
the Bagbys arrived there were no Bra- where the cry is for persons to fill gaps
zilian Baptists.... There was very little left by recent transfers and retirements.
money with which to finance the mea- "Two of the couples are needed as soon
ger beginnings of the work.
as possible to help in the opening of
"Who would have dared to dream new work in the south and in the
that from such unpromising beginnings north of Spain," he continued. "And
a virile and dynamic Baptist denomi- needs for educational and medical pernation would come into being? Baptist sonnel for Nigeria are of a critical
churches in Brazil now number approx- nature." •
imately 1,500, with an estimated membership of 175,000. The Brazilian Baptist Convention has a home mission 'Power of Printed Page'
board, whose staff of more than 100
missionaries are hard at work in inte- Revealed in Guatemala
rior places of need; a foreign mission
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -<BSSB)- W.
board which has appointed missionaries A. Hanel!, secreta.r y of the Baptist
to Portugal <the mother country) and Sunday School Board's Church ArchiBolivia; a Sunday school board which tecture Department, reports an interaids churches in all parts of the coun- esting encounter on a recent trip he
try; a relief and annuity board; an made to Guatemala to ' attend church
increasingly significant 'ex e c u t i v e building conferences.
board; seminaries and training schools;
"One of the most interesting discovand o·t her organizations which owe eries was to find a Baptist church that
their existence to the Christian com- is now a Baptist church because it startpassion of Brazilian Baptists. This is ed using Baptist literature from the
the convention which has invited the Spanish Baptist Publication House,
Baptists of the world to Rio for the El Paso, Tex., some 20 years ago, beTenth Baptist World Congress, June ·says Hanel!. "Prior to that time they
26-July 3."
fore there were any missions there,"
had been an Independent U n i o p
Church. The power of the printed page
Goerner Cites Needs,
cannot be estimated for time nor eterOpenings for Missions
nity."
Dr. H. Cornell Goerner, secretary for
Harrell visited this church <BethleAfrica, Europe, and the Near East, told hem Baptist, Santa Catarina, Bara- '
the Boa,rd that Southern Baptist mis- · bona) for a conference regarding their
sionaries have been co-operating fully future buildings. The church eventualwith the crusades being conducted by ly plans to build an· auditorium, but
Billy Graham in Africa. Missionaries educational space f-or teaching and
are located in five countries involved:
training probably will come before
Ghana, Nigeria, Southern Rhodesia, that.
Tanganyika, and Kenya, While in
In Guatemala City, Baptist pators,
Northern Nigeria Dr. Graham, a mem- missionaries, and church leaders reber of the Foreign Mission Board, took cently held a three~day retreat at their
part in dedication . services for a new Bible Institute in which church buildBaptist hospital in Kontagora.
ings were discussed two periods daily.
"News now comes that Billy Graham Harrell was an active participant in
will hold brief campaigns in Jordan and these sessions. •
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THIS MAP •p rovided by Southern Baptist Press shows the _states and cities included in the new Teletype Network of
the . South.. rn llaptist Convention., ~ervice of which began March 1. For a more detailed t·eport, see the ARKANSAS B-A PTIST
issue ot Feb. 25.
. ,, .. . JLI~

Brotherhood

Brotherhood Personalities
THE STATE Bro-therhood Convention will meet at 2nd Church, Little
Rock, Friday and Saturday, March 4
and 5. The goal for attendance is 400
men.
There will be three sessions:
Friday afternoon, 3 to 5; Friday
night, 7 to 9:20; Saturd-a y morning, 9
to 11.

In last week's issue of the Arkansas
Baptist, we published the program of
the State Brotherhood Convention.
Since that time, the Brotherhood Department ,has mailed out the Brotherhood Challenger to about 1,900 preachers _a nd laymen throughout our state.
The •C hallenger features the program
of the Convention. Below are listed the
Brotherhood Convention program personalities:
James E. Birkhead, former Arkansas
pastor, no~esiding in Memphis.
· Lucien Coleman, Memphis, Tenn., associate secretary of the Brotherhood
Commission.
Dr. Dale Cowling, Little Rock, pastor
of 2nd Church.
March 3, 1960

_ Lee I. Dance, Little Rock, city misIrreverence Charged
sionary, Little Rock and Pulaski Counto
Self Conceit
ty Association.
I
John Farmer, Columbia; S. C., Bro- ' FORT WORTH - Dr. James L. Sultherhood secretary of South Carolina. livan, executive . secretary-treasurer of
G. C. Hilton, Fayetteville, adhesives the Sunday School Board, told students
manufacturer, president o:f the State at Southwestern Seminary: "If there
is no reverence in the heart of an
Brotherhood. Convention.
Dave Mashburn, Memphis, Tenn., individual it is a sign that he is filled
associate secretary of the Brotherhood with self conceit and that there is no
room for God."
Commission.
Visiting Fort Worth to deliver the
Dr. T. K. Rucker, Little Rock, state
annual
Holland Lectures, Feb. 16-19,
representative of Relief and Annuity
Board of . the Southern Baptist Con- Dr. Sullivan said "The American people have little respect for people, pla'ces,
vention.
or for God."
C. H. •S eaton, Li.ttle Rock, associate
"That lack of respect has manifest
state · Brotherhood secretary.
itself in our worship services. It even
W. J. Sewell, Searcy, pas-tor, 1st affects the way we enter the church on
Chur ch.
Sunday morning," he added.
Melvin Thrash, North Little Rock,
"People have forgotten that worship
business manager of thEJ Executive
is
active and that more is required of
Board, Arkansas Baptist State Convention, Little Rock.
the worshipper than of the preacher.
Dr .. s. A. Whitlow, Little Rock, ex- The worshipper must prepare his heart
ecutive secretary of the Executive for '0'0rship with the same diligence
Board, Arkansas Baptist State Conven- that the preacher makes his preparation.
Be one of the 400 men who will at- tion," he said. "When people whisper
tend the State Brotherhood Conven- in church it is a sign that they have
tion!-Nelson Tull, Secretary • '
not been trained to worship."
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THE FOLLOWING devotional was
given, by Mrs. Dawson · King, as the
closing inspirational address at the
annual - adult choir
banquet of 1st
Church, Little Rock.
The message of this
address was so inspiring and helpful
that I would like to
share it with you.
She chose as the text
Ezekiel 33 :32-"And
lo Thou art unto
them as a very lovely song of one that
MR. McClARD
hath a p 1 e as ant
voice and can play well on an instrument, for they ·hear Thy words.~·
·
"From the . technical and professional
point of view, I know simply nothing
about music. I pre's ume that many in
your audiences on Sunday morning and
Sunday evening are equally as unversed
in musical skill. But I do claim to
know worshipful music when I hear it.
Fm• that is something you experience
without the aid of technical skill. That
is the type of music you are rendering
your Lord and your church. We want
you to know that we appreciate it. You
demonstrate that rare combination of
superb skill in the .rendition of the
anthems and songs without detracting
from the spirit of worship. Your music
quiets our hearts and helps us to worship more acceptably. Please accept our
thanks.
'
"For a little while I want us to think
about the sound of a voice. The sound
you are hearing now as I am speaking
is my voice. I wish that mY voice had
a softer, sweeter tone. Some voices are
more soothing than others. Sometimes
just the tone of someone's voice will
cause ' us to get upset. I wonder if
Christians pay enough attention to the
sound of their voices.
"We should remember also to thank
God for our voices. Each time we see
our silent friends surely we promise
God that we will use our voices for His
· glory. One precious thought about that
is that one day they hall have voices
again. Isaiah 35:6 says: 'Then shall
the lame }llan leap as a hart and the
dumb sing.' One of the joys of heaven
that I am looking forward to is to talk
again to our son about the things that
happened during the 32 years he was
a deaf mute before he passed away. As
a child he spoke both English and Chinese fluently and after a short illness
· became a deaf mute for the remainder
of · his life.
"Going back to the so-qnd of voices.
We recognize those voices with which
we are familiar. There might be a
number of men's voices in the next
room but I would have no difficulty
recognizing my husband's voice.
Page
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"In the Bible, familiar voices are referred to in a number of places. Isaac
<Gen. 27 :22) 'The voice is Jacob's voice
but the hands are Esau's.' Then it wa~
said of Saul 'And Saul knew David's
voice and said, "Is this thy voice my
son David?" Thtm in the New T~sta
ment Peter must have had a special
type of voice for as he warmed by the
fire the servant girl said 'Your speech
betrays you.' Then later at the prayer
meeting when Peter knocked and called
at the door, it says 'When Rhoda knew
Peter's voice she ran back to tell the
others.'
"But the voice that would have been
most beautiful to hear was tne voice
that came out of the cloud saying, 'This
is my beloved Son, hear him' <Mark
9:7). You try to imagine the sound of
that voice but you cannot.
"Nevertheless, even though .o ur physical ears cannot hear God's voice, when
we read the Bible our inner spirits can
hear His voice. But you. cannot either
with your· ears or your heart, hear a
voice with which 'y ou are not familiar.
Jesus t·old Pilate, 'Everyone that is of
the truth heareth my voice.' Jesus also
said, 'My sheep hear my voice and they
follow me.' 'Today if ye hear· His voice,
harden. not your hearts.' And Jesus
said in Rev. 3:20, 'If any man hear my
voice and open the door, I will come
in to him.' Is that voice familiar to you?
"After all, is not the purpose of our
coming revival. to make a special effort to get every unsaved person to
hears God's voice and be saved? So,
as you sing, this will be your purpose.
.As .you- .know, · music often touches a
hardened heart when words fail.
·.
"More beautiful than any other voice
is the . voice .of Jesus when he said
··come unto me, all ye . that labor and
are heavy laden and I will give you
rest.' "-Le Roy McClard, Secretary.

CHURCH PEWS

A

Price
Any Church Can Afford
Write or Call

WAGONER BROTHERS
MANUFACTURING CO,

~
The finest Bibles
you can buy

A de luxe Oxford Bible
for only $10.75
02227x

-~

Marrakesh Persian Morocco,
half circuit, leather lined. 64
pages of Concise Helps. Jasper
type, self-pronouncing, centercolumn references. Concordance, 12 pages of Maps in color.
Red under .gold edges . Oxford· ·
Ultrathin India paper. 5 x 7Y8,
only lo/to" thick.

,_

A wide-margin Bible
in Garnet. Type
for only $8.00 ·
01510
Designed for preachers, teach. ers, and Bible students. Generous rnargins allow you to make
references on the actual page of
the text. Buckram over boards,
scjuare corners, red edges.
Printed jacket. 7x9Y<Ix1Yz".

Authorized King James Version
These arid a large variety of
Oxford Bibles are available
in a wide range of styles and
prices. See them at your
Baptist Bookstore.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY
PRESS

Phone 246 ·
BOONEVILLE, ~NSAS
A R K A N S A S B A P T. I ,S T

PHOTO COURTESY OF UN IT STRUCTURES, INC.

Inspirational Beauty · Incomparable Economy
'Wood is Man's oldest and best building ma'terial. It is unmatched for natural beauty.
It can be bent, tapered and shaped to meet the exacting requirements of today's
exciting and delightful new architectural concepts. Laminated Arkansas Soft
Pine arches and beams and Arkansas Soft Pine roof decking comprise a com·
plete structural system offering thought-provoking economies. Check with your
architect the many advantages of using engineered timbers for your church
building. Your finance Comn?ittee will thank you!
'
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ARKANSAS SOFT PINE BUREAU ·:• Tower Building, little Rock .
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Children's N o o k - - - - - - - - - - - -

A s·m ile or Two
WILLIE WAS being measured for his
first made-to-order suit of clothes. "Do
you want the shoulders padded, my little man?" inquired the tailor.
"No," said Willie, "pad the pants .."
No •C hip 'Off Old Block
"My boy, when I was your age, I
carried for a gang of brickl~wers."
"Gee, Dad, I'm mighty proud of you.
If' it hadn't been for youl! pluck and
perseverance. I might have to do something like that myself."
PATIENT: "Doctor, what I need is
something to stir me up-something to
put me in fighting trim. Did you put
anything like that in this prescription?"
DOCTOR: "No, you will find that
in the bill."
"MISS JONES," said the baffled office manager, "how do you do it?
You've been here two weeks, and you're
already one montp. behind! "

God's Wond1·ous Wo1·ld

By Thelma C. Carter

How do you know it's March? It
may be a thrush that calls your attenUon to the first month of spring. It
may be March winds sweeping the earth
clean for the new green of spring. It
may be kites soaring on warm air currents.
One 'look at the out-of-doors and
you'll probably see a rainbow of beautiful flowers. Lilacs, crocuses, daffodils,
flowering quince, narcissuses unfold
their leaves to reveal their neatly
packed buds. When the miracle happens of petals opening to the touch of
golden sunshine and gentle rain, you'll
know without a doubt that it is spring.
Many of the birds you have missed
are back- thrushes, blackbirds, goldfinches, robins, an'd many others. If
you have an opportunity to walk in the
woods or near a stream, you'll see one
or ,more squirrels, raccoons, beavers,
rats, mice, chipmunks scurrying about
in search of food. With the coming of
March, most of their stores of nuts,
roots, and other food are gone.
You probably will ·see bees and ants,
too. March warmth brings thousands
of young insects into the open air. Insects do not hatch. out until the · air is
warm.
This wonderful month reflects much
more than we can imagine 'the glory,
beauty, and divine plan of the Creator
for his wondrous world. Light comes
to the North Pole about March 21 ,
which begins the six-months'· day ~n
that part of the world. At the South
Pol'e darkness begins.
Take a moment to look about you.
New life is everywhere. The sun comes
P ·a·g e' T .w ent y- Two

up much earlier, shining in your east
window. The sun never fails to rise
due east at the latter part of March
and it sets due west.
Yes, it's spring. You cannot help but
know there has to be Someone great
and powerful behind this magic season. The Bible tells us, "To every thing
there is a season, and a time to every
purpose under the heaven" <Ecclesiastes
3: 1). "While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold and heat,
and summer and winter, and day and
night shall not cease" <Genesis 8 :22).
(Sunday School B~ard Syndicate, all rights reserved)

"WHILE I'M away, Mary,:' said a
· mistress to her maid, "be sure and
write on each egg when it was laid."
When the mistress returned she found
every egg diligently labelled: "Today."
AN AMBITIOUS young missionary got
a guide to take him to a remote area inhabited only by cannibals. When he met
the tribal chief, the missionarY acked his
interpreter to ask the chtef if he knew
anything about religion.
A'f ter a series of grunts and some
frantic sign language, the interpreter replied: "He says he got a taste of it when
that other missionary was here a while
back."

Cod's Blessings
By Jane Meier
I
God's blessings al~ surround me
No matter where I lnok;
He made the trees, the flowers, the sea;
He made the babbling brook.

He made the
He made
He sends his
His love

(Jhurch (Jhuckles

moon; he made the sun;
the stars that shine;
gifts to everyone; .
is yours and mine.

(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)

Bible Vocations
By Virginia Whitman
By rearranging each set of letters you
can form the names of some vocations
mentioned in the Bible. One letter from
each word will then form ·a new word that
tells what Jesus said he was (John 10:11).
s ' t e p i 1"
sfirhe
ehdamrn
roptte
break
etublr
hopptre
c r ·o t o d

ANSWERS

·a'H:[Hd:[HS
-HSU

·~aqdO.Id

:.w~ooa

'11annq

'.t:J:~~od

'.ta

'.I:iP{'l:lQ 'U'l:lWp.IaH ·~sapd

"That see-ms to conclude the:
announcements of forthcom·
ing ladies.' actiyities •• •'~

At least, temporarily. But
for y o u interested ladies,
there are always plenty of
ways in which you can serve
your church. Won't you lend· a
helping hand?

(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
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G_o·d's Protecting Pro·v idence
March 6, 1960
Acts 22:30-23:35 ·
By DR. JOHN . CAYLOR
Associate Pastor
1st Church, Little Rock

I

THE AIRLINER was on its transc-on- the world at a time when Roman law first, nor is it to be the· last divine
tinental flight across the top of · the · coul'd be us-ed for the -propagation of -appearance to ·Paul. Whether in blindUnited States. An hour out of Seattle the gospel and R0tnan toads for Chris- ness at Damascus or in prison or on
the plane encoun- tian travel. Paul's Roman eitiz.enship board ship, the Lord's presence is all
tered a t e r r i f i c ,stood him in good stead' in Jerusalem · the assurance Paul needs. God wraps
storm. "Fasten seat when a mob was about to tear him to . about us his protecting providence..
belts - no smoking" pieces in Jerusalem. Claudius ;Lysias,
a ·p p e are d on the ·captain of a tl}.·o usand Roman soldl'ers, Paul Was Alert
panel above the cen- had the responsibility of keeping the
The Jews banded together and 'swore
ter cabin door. Re- peace in Jerusalem. Raul harl been
assurance, and extra ·seized by the Jews when they thought under curse that they would neither
warning as well, · he had desecrated the temple by taking eat nor drink until they had killed
came from the pilot. Trophimus withi-IP rts · sacred walls. Ly- ..Paul. But Paul had a sister, and his
Sutely the . s t o r .m sias came to the rescue. Paul · was sister · had a son. The unsuspecting mob
which appeared so about to be brought into the castle had. boasted in the presence of a child,
suddenly would soori when he asked Lysias for permission to and God used the child to inform his
DR. CAYLOR
be over. But the ship speak ag·a in to the crowd. Fr'om the uncle of the plot. Paul arranged for
wa:s t_ossed aqd bounce(.i ,upon the un- steps of the castle Paul:s message was his nephew t-p be taken to Lysias. A
hea1•d more or less reverently until he night ride with a retinue of mounted
ce~'tain a,ir. The exJ?erienced pilpt handle~ · , hi~?
praft · skillfully, but the menti-oned the ·Gentiles. Then viofence s.o ldiers guaranteed Patll's safe delivery
broke out again, and Paul was re.scued. into the hands of the Roman governor
-p assengers reacted in many ways.
. ·There was excitement: some passenAbout to be scourged, 'Paul let it be at Caesarea .
Qod's protecting care is seen not only
gers were frantic; some were pale and .known that he was a Roman citizen:
in his Roman citizenship~ his theologilimp; se~me were rigid · and determined·
this prote.cted him from the scom'ging
cal bent toward· Pharisaism, his wakeful
some wel=e' airsick; and some hid thei{· and assured civil treatment.
:watching for divine revelation, and his
.fears and were calm. Soon the plane
alert action ip. tl}e face ·or' danger, but
was out ·of the storm and · there was
aiso in the ca-ordina:ted service of offiPaul Was Pharisee.·
sunlight abov~ :th~ c.Jouds as the·. anto protect .God's.'sel'vant.
nouncement was made that the ship
Lysia:s delivered Paul to the ·Jewi~h cers of'the la~
1witnessed on many foreign
As
Paul
has
?JaS appre,a~hin~ Seattl~.
.
.
supr eme court, the Sarnhedr~n. --fer ·a
Seated . together were an elderly lady helJ.r!IJ.g ~h~. rtext . day. , ~PO!;l, ,ol?s~rvjn~ fields, 'so 'must he witl.itess in the world
and a rather 'young one. Tlie gii·l aad the m'emo.e rs present, Paul was satisfied capital. As he has preached in J·erubeen· too frightened to talk, but 1'iow that t~e Sanhedrin was pretty _well di- salem he will preach also in Rome. The
she "made conv~rsation.P "I thou!l'ht . vided· int o two camps, -Pharisees and vicissitudes ·of life ·al:e . but· inc'ictents in
we. wouldn't make it,'' she said, "Weren't _ ~a.~fil!cees. This was h'is oppcn·t,unit:~.: the pi'oviaence ' 0f God.J. .. Our~ healvenly
Fat)1er can'·thwart the plans of ·man or
you scared?"
and he seized. up-on it. Dec1aring him"Why, no," answered the seatmate, self a Pharisee, Paui expressed his beiief use tl'iei:n ·for his glory; he cari ~W!lify
"I knew we were in the hands of the ih the resurrection and angels. Phari- man's laws or make them serve him·
Lord, anct we would come out all right. sees believed in · angels an'd . the resur- he can reverse 'the laws of natu.r e o{:
You see,'' she c-ontinued, "I have a rection while the Sadducees did not. ~o~ ordinate them for the protection of
M
·
daughter in Seattle and another in Here the apostle was pitting one · catnrl his people.
heaven, and I .expected to see one of against the other- The ·Pharisees were,
Free .to WRITERS
them. tonight." _
the "conservatives" or "fundamental-·
It may be that not all 0f us are so
ists" of their day, --while the Sadducees
seeking a book publisher
sure or so readY as the trusting lady were .the "liberals" or "modernists."
. Two fact-filled Illustrated brochures tell
how to publish your book, get 40% royalties,
who hatl committed· herself to the Lord,
Soon the Sanhedrin itself had benational advertising, publicity and promowhether in the
tUm. Free editorial appraisal:
th
- air or in Seattle or on come ar mob: Pharisees and Sadducees
e way to heaven in the protecting were fighting one another, · with: Paul
Write Dept. JAC2, Exposition Press, Inc.,
386 4th Ave., N. Y. 16.
providence of God.
-God's providence is no accident. In in the midst. Lysias again ciune to the
rescue, taking Paul into the castle f-or
the stvdy of Paul's ministry it is quite safety. Paul had used his wits: God
VIsit the Holy Land' via Mauplntour In 18601
obvious 'that every incident Of l;lis life had used the incident for the protection
was in the providence ·of God. It was of his servant.
· · ·
no accident that Paul's background was
lravel on a conducted tour to Egypt and Luxor,
thoroughly scriptural, that l}is training
Lebanon, Syria, Jordan (Dead Sea, Jerlc~Q,
Bethl~hem, 01~ Jerusalem), Israel (G.alllee, Naz~
was orthodox, that his thinking was Paul Was Assu-red
ar~th, . Haifa), Grpece, Italy. Plus' Oberammer~
logical, and that his be11t was theologigau Passion P l ~y, Greek Isle Cruis)l, and Russia
"The night fpllowing the Lord stood
cal. Neither was it outside the provi, ~xte~sions, Month ly departures. -26 days. Only
$1557, all exp_enses paid from· New YQr~ . .Fly·
dence of God that Paul's citizenship bY ..him, and said, Be of good cheer: for
j~g ~oejog 707 Jet, Sabena. Belg)an Wori'd Air·
and natural wits were used often- for as 'thpu hast testified concerning me at
lln~~- for descriptive folder write · Harriet,
Je.rusaJem,_
so
·must
thou
J:>ea;l"
witness
~ourse H, .Patterson, tour plann~r and director.
his protection.
a)s:o at ~orne" ,CApts · 23:U ASV> .' The
safety pf Pl'ison walls often preserves
Paul Was Roman
. .
"!lddle ~ast Jour· SpQolqllstl
life ; but to rest in the security of ·the
1236' Massachus~tts Street,' J.awrence; . ~an.sas
In God's providence he planned tha.t Lord. whether i11 prison or
the open,
Qlficesl. Ne»~ Y9r~. I Waslllngtqq J Br4s~t1ll
the Only Begotten Son would com.e into
is divi11e providence. This was not the
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Every Christian is a deacon-even w0men and preachers. At least,
they ought to be. Fof "deacon" means "s'e rvant." The Greek word
diakonos is often s~ translated (Mt. 20:26; 22 :13).
Paul calls Phoebe a deacon (or deaconess) in Rom. 16 ·:1. He refers
to himself as a deacon in Col. 1 :25.
Indeed, the word came to have a more technical connotation in reference to officers of the Church (Phil. 1:1, I Tim. 3:8, 12). By the nature of
the case, the work of the Church could best be facilitated by a delegation
of responsibility. Necessity being the mother of invention, theresult was
MEL MINTZ has finished his work
the diaconate in the early Church.
Hence, traditionally, Baptists have assigned certain responsibilities at Ouachita Baptist College and is now
to a group of men called deacons. (Some Baptists include women, taking engaged in full-time evangelistic work.
may be contacted at 3508 W.
their cue from Phoebe). As time has passed, many and variou~ positions He
Twelfth Street, Little Rock.
of service have been filled in connection w:ith teachin,g, train~ng, ,and mission activities. It goes without saying that all these jobs in the Church MEMORIAL CHURCH, Waldo, reare not handled by official deacons. Yet there is a sense in which every cently
ordained A. T. Pike, J. H.
servant of the Church-yotmg or old, male or female-is a deacon.
Rhodes, Harold Hudgens and W. T.
So, if every Christian is or ought to be a servant especially ought Scroggins as deacons.
officers of the Church specifically so designated be precisely that: serThe candidates were questioned by
vants. Therefore, there is no basis in the New Testament for bossism to T. N. Morrison, pastor of Hickory
be exercised by the deacons, either individually -or collectively. On the Street Church, Texarkana. J. H. Harother hand) there is no basis either for indolence and do-nothingness. For rison, pastor of · Immanuel Church,
Pine Bluff, and a former pastor of Methe deacon is a servant.
(Dr. Barton is. a member of the faculty of New Orleans Seminary. This feature
is copyrighted by him, 1959.) ·
'

COUNSELOR'S CORNER
By Dr. R. Lofton Hudson
<Author of the new book, "Sir,
I Have A Problem,"
at your Baptist Book Store)
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Teenage Rebellion
QUESTION: My son, age .14, who
has always been a good boy and a good
student, refuses to go out for basket
ball. · My husband
thinks he should and
wants to take practically all of his
privileges away from
him - no T.V. programs, no shows etc.
I nevsr saw a · boy so
determined. He had
rather do . without
these things than go
out. We have talked
to the coach and, of
DR. HUDSON
course, to the boy,
but we cannot find the reason. What
doe·s it look like to you?
ANSWER: My dear lady, don't you
know that all teenagers do things that
do not make sense? They are practically insane at times. At least, it
looks that way to adults.
Your son is probably trying to prove
one thing, that he can defy his dad.
How is he going to prove he is strong

unless he 1 tests his strength against a
strong adult? You' had better thank
God that he is not proving it by stealing or drink or sex escapades.
Tell your husband that he can take
the boy's privileges away· but all he will
doing is proving something to himself. I don't see the relation between
basketball' and T.V. or other privileges.
(Address all questions to Dr. Hudson, .
116 W .. 47th St., Kansas City 12, Missouri.)
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Attendance Report
February 21, 1960
Church

Sunday Training Addi·
School Union tions

Benton, 1st
641
Camden, Culllendale, 1st 409
El Dorado, 1st
748
El Dorado, Immanuel 556
Faith Mission
21
Ft. Smith, Calvary
334
Fountain Hill, 1st
43
Hot Springs, Park Pl. 441
Huntsville, 1st
97
Magnolia, Central
613
McGehee, 1st
· 412
Mission
56
North Little Rock,
Baring Cross
786
Ozark, Webb City
88
PineBluff,SouthSide . 659
Springdale, 1st
434
West Memphis, Calvary 230

141
230
272
248
134
29
148
39
284
202
41
251
69
225
144
122

3
1
1
1 .
3
7
4
1
0

morial, brought the message. The ordaining prayer was led- by Hershel
Williams, pastor of Immanuel Chur~h.
Magnolia, and Pastor Jack J. Bledsoe
served as moderator.

